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ABSTRACT

During the summer of 1965 three waterholes were

observed in southern Arizona to see how they were utilized

by the avifauna of the surrounding areas.

Some species of birds, such as the White-winged

Dove and Mourning Dove, were constant visitors at the

waterholes and require free water to survive in their

desert habitat. Other desert species, such as the Verdin,

Black-tailed Gnatcatcher, and Cactus Wren, are not dependent

upon this free water for their survival. A number of tran-

sient birds use waterholes while migrating through the area.

Temperature influences the doves' utilization of

the waterholes. During cool periods they do not appear to

visit free water as often as during hot periods.

Rainfall causes a marked decrease in the number of

birds drinking at the waterholes. The birds are then

apparently utilizing pothole water.

White-winged Doves and Mourning Doves will water

frequently, probably every day. Individual doves will some-

times drink as often as three or four times in one day;

most drink only once or twice in the same day. They will

utilize more than one waterhole and may travel as far as

twelve miles to reach water.
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INTRODUCTION

During the hot summer months desert animals

are faced with harsh environmental, conditions. High

temperatures and low availability of water are two of

the more important problems. Due to the high tempera-

tures and low relative humidity, desert animals are

constantly threatened by excessive desiccation; the

scarcity of permanent water in the hot, dry desert habi-

tat typical of most of southern Arizona only compounds

the problem.

Bartholomew and Cade (1963) summarized the lab-

oratory investigations concerning the water economy of

land birds and stressed in their paper the important

need of field observations of birds inhabiting desert

areas. Little or no work has been done in the field to

see how birds actually adapt themselves to their environment

in order to obtain sufficient water for their needs. Con-

sequently, in this study, three waterholes were observed

to see how they were utilized by the avifauna of the

surrounding areas; specifically, to determine the species

that drink free water and those that do not. I marked

birds (mostly thitewinged Doves and Mourning Doves) to

afford easy recognition and thus provide for some idea of

individual frequency of utilization of these waterholes,

1



as well as time spent at the waterhole. 1eather data

were recorded to see what effect, if any, the temperature,

relative humidity, wind and rainfall may have had on the

drinking activities of the birds. The surrounding areas

were searched to determine whether or not the waterholes

had any effect on the nesting density of the birds that

utilize these sources. The behavior of all species seen

at these waterholes was also noted.

2



METHODS AND MATERIALS

Direct Observations

The entire study was basically one of constant

observation at the waterholes (see section on Study Area),

the majority of observations being conducted at Jose Juan

Tank. I made a total of 579 hours of observations on 55

days in the period of 9 June 1965 to 16 August 1965.

Four days were spent at Papago Well (29 hours), 17 days

at Agua Dulce Spring (197 hours), and 3A days at Jose

Juan Tank (353 hours).

At Agua Dulce Spring I made all observations

while sitting inside a blind on the eastern wall of the

canyon, approximately 100 feet above the spring. Built by

the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife for observa-

tions of bighorn sheep, the blind stood 86 inches high,

76 inches long and 55 inches wide. Walls and a ceiling of

bamboo matting had been wired onto a frame of iron pipe

that had been cemented onto the rocks of the canyon wall;

small openingsin the front and sides allowed for observa-

tions of the spring and canyon. All observations were made

with the aid of 8 x 40 binoculars.

At Papago Well I built a make-shift blind at the

northeastern corner of the corral, about 20 yards from the

stock tank. Using two sides of the loading ramp there, I

3



4

constructed a third side from a section of old picket

fence that I found lying in the deserted ranch yard; I

made a roof from sheets of corrugated metal that I also

foundin the ranch yard. Again, all observations were

made with 8 x 40 binoculars.

At Jose Juan Tank no blind was used. I conducted

all observations while sitting under a mesquite tree in

full view of the birds. The blinds at Agua Dulce and

Papago Well were used mainly as protection from the sun;

it was found that my presence had no disturbing effect on

the behavior of the birds as long as I remained relatively

still. At Agua Dulce Spring, for example, doves flew into

the large mesquite above the spring even when I stood at

the lip of the spring Just below them. At Papago Well

groups of birds drank on occasion while I stood by the

corral fence only 15 to 20 yards away in full view of the

birds. At Jose Juan Tank, birds often landed in the

branches of the mesquite under which I sat, at times even

less than an arm's length away. The only observable effect

at Jose Juan Tank was the tendency for the birds, parti-

cularly the doves, to drink at the side of the tank

opposite me and thus a maximum distance away. However,

there were times when they did drink only a few yards in

front of me.

In addition to the 8 x 40 binoculars, a l5x

spotting scope was also used for observations at Jose Juan



Tank. This scope was not used at the other two water-

holes because of the limitations of the blinds. It was

of tremendous value, however, at Jose Juan, particularly

since it left one hand free for recording data while

observing the birds.

During the mornings I conducted my observations

at Jose Juan from the eastern side of the tank; due to

the movement of the sun, however, I switched my observa-

tion post to the western side during the afternoon to

avoid the glare. Data on species, numbers, times, and

behavior were all, furnished by these direct observations.

Only daytime observations were conducted.

Trapping Techniques

Mist nets provided the only means of trapping

birds. Two nets were set up at Agua Dulce Spring, one dir-

ectly in front of the waterhole and another a little

farther down the canyon. At times I shifted this second

net to a position part way up the side of the western wall

of the canyon. The net in front of the waterhole yielded

the best results. Many doves flying up the canyon toward

the spring passed low along the western wall and were

trapped in the net; often doves leaving the spring after

drinking were caught. Only a small number of birds used

the spring; consequently, only 29 doves were marked

(26 1hite-winged Doves and 3 Mourning Doves). One female

5



House Finch and one male Sparrow Hawk were also caught

and marked (Table 1).

Three nets were used simultaneously at Papago

Well: two at right angles to each other around the stock

tank (one in front, one along the eastern side), and one

along the fence on the northern side of the corral. A

mesquite tree on the outside of the fence was always used

by the birds before coming in to drink, and the third net

thus intersected their path of flight. With the aid of

these nets, 23 individuals of 6 species were caught and

marked (Table 1).

Most of the trapping and marking was done at Jose

Juan Tank. Due to its large size, five mist nets were

employed at the same time, all situated at different loca-

tions around the tank. Most doves were caught as they were

moving down toward the water to drink. Birds captured and

marked included 102 individuals of 10 species (Table 1). I

had my greatest trapping success with doves. The 131 marked

at the three waterholes provided most of the information on

individual frequency of utilization of these water sources.

Marking Techniques

I marked the doves with numbered back tags to enable

easy recognition of individuals. The back tag consisted

simply of a piece of bright pink vinyl-covered nylon,

measuring 2.25 inches by 2.25 inches, with two 1.5 inch

loops of sewing elastic stapled onto one end. These elastic

6



Table 1

Species and numbers of birds caught
and marked at the waterholes

7

1Trapping and markthg was conducted on June 23, July 1,
2, 3, 4, and 23.

2Trapping and marking was conducted on June 9, 10, 19,
and July 7.

3Trapping and marking was conducted on June Ii. and 26.

Jose Juan
Tank1

Agua Dulce
Spring2

Papago
.Jell3

Sparrow Hawk 0 I 0

Gambél's Quail 1 0 3

/htte -winged Dove 35 26 3

Mourning Dove 3 3 :ii

Roadrunner 1 0 0

Lesser Nighthak 2 0 0

Gila 'odpecker o 0 1

Ash-throated Flycatcher 1 0 1

Cactus Jren 2 0 0

Crissal Thrasher 2 0 0

Western Tanager 1 0 0

Bullock's )riole 3 0 0
Black-headed Grosbeak 1 0 0

House Finch o 4



loops were slipped over the wings of the dove so that the

pink tag was resting in full view on the back of the bird.

It painted numbers oh the tag with brown Rowney Cryla Colour,

a polymer acrylic colour used by artists. Straight from

the tube, it was quick-drying, non-cracking, waterproof,

and non-fading even upon continued exposure to the sun. The

number was large enough to almost completely fill the tag.

The tags appeared to have no harmful effects on the doves;

no chaffing of the skin occurred; flight seemed unimpaired

and behavior appeared no different from that of unmarked

doves.

In addition to the back tags I also marked large

number of the doves with colored dyes. Two colors of Key-

stone Aniline Dyes were used: Natural Wool Orange and

Natural Fast Crimson. Various patterns, such as a crimson

left wing, two bands across the breast, an orange dot on the

breast, etc., served to distinguish one bird from another.

The dye was mixed in water with some detergent and applied

with the fingers.

A few doves were also marked with colored leg bands

in addition to the back tags. Different combinations of

colored bands enabled identification of individuals. All

marked doves were also tagged with official United States

Fish and Wildlife Service aluminum bands.

The combination of colored dye and numbered back

tag worked very well. The bright pink color of the tag was

8



9

evident from some distance and allowed me to easily spot

a marked dove among a group. I could usually read the

number on the tag with the spotting scope. At times,

however, the position of the bird made the number diffi-

cult or even impossible to see; there were occasions when

a drinking dove would have the number obscured by its

folded wings. In situations such as these the dye patterns

(or colored leg bands) were invaluable for recognition of

individuals. 1ithout the dye the identity of some indivi-

duals would certainly have gone unrecorded. At times the

dye pattern was recognized even before the back tag was

seen, but on most occasions the bright flashing color of the

tag, which contrasted sharply with the greyish plumage of

the dove, was noticed first.

In an attempt to circumvent the problem of a dove

folding its wings over the tag, I experimented with num-

bered belly tags. The tag was essentially the same as a

back tag but the loops were enlarged to allow the tag to

fit around the breast and belly of the bird. The number

was easily read when a dove drank on the opposite side of

the tank, and the method at first appeared to work quite well.

I soon discovered, however, that some doves lost the belly

tags. For example, I found tag number four a few days

after marking near some trees southeast of the tank, and I

saw doves with aluminum leg bands but no belly tags only

after initiating the latter system of marking. Consequently,



10

the use of belly tags was soon abandoned. A total of

28 White-winged Doves had been marked in this way; some

individuals, however, retained the tag throughout the entire

study period. I feel certain, however, that no dove lost

a back tag.

The back tags were also used to mark other species

of birds. I simply altered the size of the tag to fit the

size of the bird. Colored dye patterns and/or colored leg

bands were also used along with the back tags.

Weather Data

A hygrothermograph, set up by the Bureau of Sport

Fisheries and Wildlife, is located in Agua Dulce Pass, 0.62

miles east of Agua Dulce Spring, and it provided a continuous

record during the study period. In addition, readings were

taken of temperature and relative humidity at each waterhole

with the use of appropriate instruments, and these data

agreed quite well with those recorded on the hygrotherrno-

graph. Temperatures were taken with a calibrated Centi-

grade-Fahrenheit thermometer (Table 2), placed so as to

receive the direct rays of the sun. Relative humidity was

recorded with the aid of a hand-aspirated psychrometer

(Table 3), and wind velocity with a Dwyer wind meter. Read-

ings were taken every hour on the hour during each observa-

tion period. There were times, however, when I was so busy

recording data on the birds that it was impossible to take

the weather readings for that hour. A maximum-minimum



Table 2

Maximum ambient temperatures recorded at the waterholes
with a calibrated Centigrade-Fahrenheit thermometer.

All, values are Fahrenheit.

*Temperature recorded at Agua Dulce Spring

**Temperature recorded at Papago Je11

Values without asterisks were recorded at Jose Juan Tank.

11

Date Maximum
Temp.

Date Maximum
Temp.

June July
9 84* 12 105

10 86* 14 107
11 15 106
14 1.6 1.02
15 73* 17 93
16 76* 18 LOS

17 90 * 19 1.12

18 92* 21 98
19 96* 22 100
20 97 23 104
21 102 24 1.07
23
24

95*
99*

25
26

109
112**

25 93* 28 107
26
27

95 **
104**

29
30

100
1.07

28 109
30 101* August

1 1.13

July
I

2
3

4
5

7

8
9

10
11

119
113
115
117
106
111*
101*
106
106
105

2

4
6
7

3

9
:ii

13
14
15
16

109
11.3

107*
100*
LOS
110
1.00

102
95
94*

100



July
1 18
2 27
3 39
4 43
5 40
7 33*

8 34*

9 50
10 52

1.1 41

Table 3

High and low relative humidity values recorded
at the waterholes with a hand-aspirated psychrometer

*recorded at Agua Dulce Spring.

**recorded at Papago Well

Values without asterisks were recorded at Jose Juan Tank.

July
12 29 10
14 20 19

12** 15 50 28
15* 16 76 30
11* 17 68 47
18* 18 75 25
8* 19 54 8

21 51 19
9* 22 54 26

LI 23 30 20
8 24 45 7

11* 25 28 10

13* 26 37**
18* 28 48 25
10** 29 75 37

30 42 24
1
5*

Auust
45 21

2 51. 25
7 4 46 16

7 6 40* 30*

1 7 73* 39*

8 8 44 28
21 9 47 LI
19* 11 40 34
24* 13 44 30
28 14 70 32
17 15 52* 35*
21 16 31. 28

12

Date High Low Date High Low

June
9

10
II
14
15 48*
16 76*
17 46 *

LB 21*
19 24*
20 22
21 31
23 38 *

24 24*
25 29*
26 20**
27 68**
28 10

30 24*



thermometer was also used at Jose Juan Tank (Table 4).

It was attached to the trunk of a dead mesquite tree and

faced away from the sun.

Rain gauges were borrowed from the Cooperative

Wildlife Research Unit at the University of Arizona and

set at five separate locations; in Agua Dulce Pass at an

elevation of 1640 feet; on the bajada 2.1 miles south of

the Pass; on the bajada 2 miles north of the Pass (3 miles

south of Jose Juan Tank); 40 yards east of Jose Juan Tank;

and at Papago Well, 95 yards northeast of the cabin.

Table 5 lists the amount of rainfall recorded. On a few

occasions some of the gauges were upset during storms, so

that all values are not completely accurate.

13



Table 4

High and low temperatures recorded
at Jose Juan Tank with a maximum-
mimuinum thermometer that faced away

froni the sun. All values are Fahrenheit.

14

Maximum Minimum
Date Temp. Temp.

July 11 102
12 102
13 102 76
14 105 80
15 101 75
16 104 78
17 96 75
18 104 77
19 107 72
20 109 69
21 98 31
22 99 77
23 107 69
24 106 74
25 107 70
26 108 77
27 110 76
28 105 82
29 96 72
31 Lii

Aug. 1 108 76
2 105 81
3 109 80
4 109 79
5 111 74
6
7
8 103
9 115

10 99
ii
12 106
13 103
14 98
15 104
16 104
17

79
81
69

70
76
78
78



Table 5

Rainfall recorded in study area
for the summer of 1965 (inches)

15

*Rajfl gauge had been knocked over during the storm.

July 10 July 28 August 10 August 13

Agua Dulce
Pass

2.1 miLes south
of Agua Dulce

0.71

1.47

1.45

*

0.78

1.75

0.19

0.34
Pass

2 miles north
of Agua Dulce 0.52 0.47* 0.11* 0.45*
Pass

Jose Juan
Tank 0.09 1.27 0.30

Papago
Je 1).. 0.00 0.48 0.00 0.24



STUDY AREA

The entire study was conducted within the bound-

aries of the CabezaPrieta Game Range, a large wilderness

area of 860,000 acres in southwestern Arizona, situated

in Yuma and Pima counties north of the Arizona-Sonora

bordei, southwest of Ajo, Arizona (Figure 1). An area of

typical Lower Sonoran habitats, the Game Range is character-

ized by a series of low, elongated, mountain ranges that

trend northwest-southeast and are separated by wide desert

valleys (Figure 2). Administered by the United States

Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife, the Game Range was

set aside in 1939 principally as a sanctuary for desert

bighorn sheep, Sonoran pronghorn antelope, and other native

wildlife of the area. Parts of the Game Range are also

used as an aerial gunnery range by the United States Air

Force. The area has thus been relatively inaccessible to

the general public since 1939 and poor roads still limit its

use; consequently, the area is practically pristine wilder-

ness, unspoiled by the hand of man. It affords a wonderful

opportunity to observe the desert avifai.ma in what is truly

a natural, untouched habitat.

16



Fig. 1.---Map locating the Cabeza Prieta Caine Range.
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Figure 2. Cabeza Prieta Game Range. AL]. caterho1es

visited during the course of the study are circled on
the map.
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The Waterholes

The three waterholes I selected for this study

are located in the southeastern corner of the Game Range,

immediately west of and adjacent to Organ Pipe Cactus

National Monument (Figure 3).

Agua Dulce Spring

One waterhole, Agua Dulce Spring (Figure 4), is

located at an elevation of 2060 feet in a narrow, V-shaped,

south-facing canyon on the south side of the Agua Dulce

Mountains; the latter extend in a northwest-southeast

direction for approximately ten miles. This is the only

natural spring on the Game Range. It is a fracture spring

and depends on rainwater which is stored in fractures in

certain kinds of rocks (Simmons, 1965). Holding water

throughout the entire year, and thus affording a constant

supply for wildlife, the spring measures 90 inches by 53

inches at its widest parts. The water approached 25 inches

in depth during the course of the study. The spring lies

in the middle of the canyon bed. Large boulders extend

up from the water on all sides except the southern, down-

canyon side where the United States Bureau of Sport Fisher-

ies and Wildlife has placed a cement lip to provide easy

access to the water.

A large mesquite tree (Prosopis juliflora) and

saguaro cactus (Carnegiea gigantea) stand beside the eastern

and northern edges of the spring, respectively. The mesquite

19
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Figure 1. Agua Dulce. Spring. This is the only natural
spring on the Cabeza Prieta Game Range.

Figure 5. Stock tank at Papago Je1l on the Cabeza
Prieta Carnc Range.
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Figure 5
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branches spread out over the water about ten feet above

the spring. Another, smaller, mesquite is Located approxi-

mately ten yards south of the cement lip. The narrow

canyon exhibits the vegetation typical of Lower Sonoran

Life-Zone; saguaro, mesquite, paloverde (Cercidium

microphyllum), ocotilLo (Fouquieria spleridens), cholla

cacti (Opuntia bigelovii, 0. versicolor), and organ-pipe

cactus (Lemaireocereus thurberi) form the dominant vegeta-

tion of the area, not only in the canyon itself, but also

throughout the entire Agua Dulce Range and on the surrounding

bajadas as well.

The mountains are typical sierra-type masses of

crystalline rocks surrounded by an extensive pediment. The

valleys rise steeply to the foot of the mountains, the

highest peak rising about 1000 feet above them to an eleva-

tion of 2850 feet. Most of the range is composed of Mesozoic

granite, schist, gneiss, and sediments (sandstone, shale and

conglomerate, locally metamorphosed). Numerous quartz

veins also run through the mountains (Simmons, 1965).

The canyons in this range are all steeply sloped,

strewn with boulders, and characterized by typical Lower

Sonoran vegetation. I consider the canyon in which the

spring is located typical for the Agua Dulce Mountains. The

mountains slope down to the bajadas., The latter are

characterized by numerous boulders and deep washes near the

bases of the slopes, but flatten out farther away into

desert pavements and flat, shallow washes, along which most
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of the vegetation is concentrated. The vegetation of the

bajadas is largely the same as that found on the slopes

of the mountains; in addition, the chain fruit cholla

(Opuntia fulgida) is common.

Approximately three miles north of the Agua Dulce

Mountains the bajada merges with the valley floor proper,

and creosotebush (Larrea tridentata) then dominates the

scene. The creosote flats are cut by numerous washes and

it is along these washes that concentrations of paloverde,

mesquite, and ironwood (Olneya tesota) occur.

Five miles south of the Agua Dulce Mountains lies

the Mexican border with the Sonoyta River another mile

south. This river is dry throughout most of the year, but

some Mexicans are attempting to farm at various points

along its course; their stock tanks thus provide permanent

water for the surrounding avifauna (Garrett, pers. comm.).

Approximately 10 miles to the southeast of the mountains is

another natural spring known as Quitobaquito. It fills a

large pond with permanent water and is located within the

boundaries of Organ Pipe Cactus National Monument. A cement

watering trough, known as Juan Well, fed by a man-made well,

is situated approximately two miles north of Quitobaqutto.

Papago Well

I studied a second waterhole at Papago Well, an

old cattle ranch on the valley floor 10.5 miles northwest

of Agua Dulce Spring. This cement stock tank (Figure 5) is
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situated inside a corral that measures 37 yards by 20

yards; an old cabin stands 25 yards to the south, and an

old wooden shed a few yards to the southwest. 1ater from

a large metal holding tank 8 yards to the southeast supplies

the tank; a metal pipe leads from the holding tank to a

float valve in the stock tank providing a constant supply

of water.

The stock tank measures 120 inches by 61 inches and

stands 23 inches high. The top has a cement lip measuring

9.75 inches in width on the right and left sides, and 12.5

inches in the front. A wooden lid, six inches high, covers

the float valve at the back of the tank. The actual surface

water area available for use, then, is 68 inches by 40.5

inches. The front lip of the tank slopes into the water,

which is 10 inches deep.

The tank is situated on the floor of a typical,

alluvial desert valley characterized by large areas of

creosotebush cut by shallow, gravelly washes. Concentra-

tions of paloverde and some mesquite are found along these

washes. The soil is fine alluvial dust. Brittlebush

(Encelia farjriosa) occurs in the immediate area of the stock

tank along with a few paloverdes and mesquites. A large

wash runs in an east-west direction immediately behind the

cabin and is lined with paloverde and mesquite trees.
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Jose Juan Tank

The third waterhole I used in this study is a

man-made, earthern reservoir called Jose Juan Tank

(Figure 6), situated on the valley floor five miles

north of Agua Dulce Spring and almost twelve miles east

of Papago Well. The reservoir is a circular pond that

was about 35 yards in diameter at the beginning of the

summer. Although the water is replaced only by the in-

frequent summer and winter rains, the tank is known to

hold water throughout the entire year. The fine, alluvial

soil is baked so hard by the sun that very little water

is lost through the ground; consequently, the major Loss

occurs from evaporation. On the east and west sides of

the tank are fairly dense stands of mesquites and creo

sctebushes, extending back for about 20 yards on the east

and 90 yards on the west. A few scattered mesquites are

also located on the southern edge; behind these, and at the

southwest corner, are found numerous dead mesquite trunks.

The northern side of the tank is bordered by a high earthern

dike built by the United States Bureau of Sport Fisheries

and 1ildlife and is devoid of vegetation. A wire fence

surrounds the entire area and serves to keep out stray

cattle and wild burros.

Other than the mesquites, the entire area adjacent

to the tank consists of creosotebush-flats cut by shallow

washes that are lined with paloverde and mesquite.



Figure 6. Jose Juan Tank, a manrnade, excavated reser-

boir on the Cabeza Prieta Game Range. Most of the study

was conducted at this waterhole. The Agua Dulce Mountains

can be seen in the background.



Figure 6
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Quitobaquito lies about 12 miles to the southeast, Juan

Well eight miles to the southeast, and Bates Well, a stock

tank at a cattle ranch, is 10.5 miles to the northeast.

Another man-made reservoir, Redtail Tank, lies 13.5 miles

away to the northwest (Figure 2).

Climate

The climate of the study area is typical of that

found throughout the southern Arizona desert. Summers are

characterized by high temperatures, low relative humidity,

and infrequent rainfall. In 1965 most summer rains were

short, heavy, and accompanied by thunder and lightening,

although on some occasions only a fine drizzle fell. Table

4 lists the high md low temperatures at Jose Juan Tank as

recorded by a maximum-minimum thermometer placed on the

trunk of a dead mesquite. The thermometer faced away from

the sun and thus was not subject to its direct rays. Conse-

quently, Table 2 is included, which lists the high daily

temperatures that I recorded hourly with a calibrated

Centigrade-Fahrenheit thermometer. Table 3 lists the high

and low relative humidity values as recorded with a hand-

aspirated psychrometer. The closest United States Weather

Bureau station is located at the headquarters of the Organ

Pipe Cactus National Monument; a summary of the weather

data is presented in Table 6.
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UTILIZATION OF THE WATERHOLES

The species of birds seen at Agua Dulce Spring

and Papago Well are listed in Table 7; those seen at

Jose Juan Tank are listed in two separate tables.

Table 8 includes only the desert nesting species seen at

Jose Juan, while Table 9 shows the nondesert nesting

species that appeared.

I feel that the larger, more open waterholes

attract the greater number of species over a given period

of time. The lists seem to contradict this belief when

one notices that Papago Well had only 13 species reported

while Agua Dulce Spring, smaller and much more confined,

had a total of 22. I feel this is due to the short amount

of time (four days) spent at Papago Well. If an equal

amount of time had been spent at both locations, the list

of species for Papago Well would probably have surpassed

that for Agua Dulce Spring.

Almost all species seen at Agua Dulce Spring and

Papago Well were also encountered at Jose Juan Tank with the

exception of the Caon Wren, Ladder-backed Woodpecker and

Scott's Oriole at Agua Dulce, and the Bronzed Cowbird at

Papago Well. One would not really expect a Caon Wren or

a Ladder-backed Woodpecker at Jose Juan; the habitat at

Agua Dulce is more suitable for them. The Scott's Oriole
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Red-tailed Hawk*
Golden Eagle*
Sparrow Hawk
White-inged Dove
Mourning Dove
Gilded Flicker*
Gila Woodpecker
Ladder-backed Joodpecker*
American Raven*
Verdth*
Cactus ren*
Caflon ?ren*
Crissal Thrasher*
Black-tailed Gnatcatcher*
Loggerhead Shrike*
Wilson's Warbler*
Scott's Oriole
Bullock'3 Oriole*
Western Tanager*
Blackheaded Grosbeak*
House Finch
Black-throated Sparrow*

Table 7

Species of birds seen at Agua Dulce Spring
and Papago Well during the summer of 1965

*Species not observed drinkthg.

30

Turkey Vulture*
Gambel's Quail
White -winged Dove
Mourning Dove
Gilded Flicker*
Gila Woodpecker*
Ash-throated Flycatcher*
Say's Phoebe*
American Raven*
Verdin*
Black-tailed Gnatcatcher'
bronzed Cowbird
House Finch

Agua Dulce Spring Papago Well



Table 8

Desert nesting species seen at Jose Juan Tank
(in order of most frequent appearance)

31

Jhite-winged Dove 34 1308 1244 363

Mourning Dove 34 550 527 16

Black-tailed
Gnatcatche.r 34 50 0 4

Verdin 34 65 31 2

R oadrw,n er 32 251. 186 3

Cactus dren 32 62 15 3

Lesser Nighthawk 31 257+ 222+ 43

Gambels Quail 31 172 146 14

Turkey Vulture 31 88 65 9

Red-tailed Hawk 25 95 7 4

No. of No. of No. of Largest no.
Species separate separate times of mdiv.

days seen sightings seen seen at one
drinking time



Table 8--Continued.

3 Ia

Gtla 1oodpecker 15 22 4 2

Gilded Flicker 15 35 29 2

Sparrow Hawk 12 32 8 2

Gràund Dove IL 19 17 2

Loggerhead Shrike 10 21 5 2

Ash-throated
Flycatcher 9 5]. 34 3

Mockingbird 9 30 10 1

House Finch 9 14 5 2

Phainopep la 5 29 21. 2

Crissal Thrasher 3 4 0 1

American Raven 5 6 0 1

Black-throated Sparrow 2 4 0 1

Golden Eagle 2 2 0 1.

Curve-billed Thrasher 1 1. 0 2

No. of No. of No. of Largest no.
Species separate separate times of mdiv.

days seen sightings seen seen at one
drinking time



Species
No. of
separate
days seen

Table 9

Nondesert nesting species seen at Jose Juan Tank
(in order of most frequent appearance)

No. of
separate
sightings

No. of
times
seen
drinking

32

Largest no.
of thdiv.
seen at
one time

Tree Swallow 30 60 57 20

Cliff Swallow 29 226 224 35-40

Rough-winged Swallow 24 52 48 7

iestern Kingbird 22 126 90 6

Red-winged Blackbird 18 198 67 7

Bullock's Oriole 17 113 85 5

Jestern Tanager 16 109 75 4

Black-headed
Crc s beak 13 55 38 3

Brown-headed Cowbird 11 25 12 4

Least Sandpiper 11 14 2

Purple Martin 10 14 14 3

Spotted Sandpiper 8 17 2

IUlldeer

yellow-headed
Blackbird

8

6

11

40

3

127

Lark Sparrow 6 24 3 1

Jhite-throated Swift 6 S 8 4

Lzuli Bunting 4 37 33 6

1i1son's Phalarope 4 S 15

Cassin's Kingbird 4 9 7 3



Barn Swallow

Wilson' S Warbler

Western Wood Pewee

Pyrrhuloxia

Solitary Sandpiper
Greater Yellowlegs

Wood Ibis

Cardinal

Teal

American Avocet

Osprey

Black Phoebe

Warbling Vireo

Sc is s or -t at led

Flycatcher

Blue Grosbeak

Long-billed
Dowit cher

Hooded Oriole

Willet

Species

Table 9--Continued.

No. of
separate
days seen

No. of
separate
sightings

No. of
times
seen
drinking

3 4

3 14

3 5

3 4

2 3

2 2

2 2

I

1 1

1 1.

1 1.

1

I I

1 1

1 1.

1 1

I I

1 1

4

2

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

Largest no.
of mdiv.
seen at

'one time

2

2

I

1

2

1.

1

I

8

2

I
I

I

32a

0 1

I 1



and the Bronzed Cowbird were probably transients. Either

could have occurred at Jose Juan.

Noridesert Nesting Species

In the course of the study, 61 species were seen

at Jose Juan Tank; of these, only 24 were typical desert

nesting species. The other 37 birds were characteristic

of nondesert habitats and included nine species of shore-

birds. These birds were apparently passing through on their

way south, since their dates of appearance coincide with

their normal dates of southern migration as stated by

Phillips, Marshall, and Monson (1965). For example, Spotted

Sandpipers were seen at the tank on July 21 and August 16;

their period of migration for southern Arizona is July

through September. A eater Yellowlegs appeared on July 28

and 29; its period of southern migration is July through

October. Black-headed Grosbeaks were not seen until July 4,

the normal beginning date for their migration. The pattern

is much the same for the other species listed.

Even though some species were almost of common

occurrence at the tank, I feel these observations were of

migrating birds and not the same individuals returning again

and again. Limited marking experience with some birds

tends to substantiate this point of view. For example,

three Bullock's Orioles were marked at Jose Juan Tank: two

on July 2 and one on July 4. The first two were never seen

again; the third bird was observed drinking later on the

33
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day of marking, but it was not observed after that date.

BuL1ocks Orioles were seen, however, on 96 separate occasions

on 16 different days after the 4th of July. One Black-

headed Grosbeak was marked on July 4 but was never seen

again despite the fact that other individuals of the species

were seen after that date on 54 separate occasions, on 12

different clays. A male Jestern Tanager was marked on

July 28 and was seen drinking later in the day. It was not

noted again, however, even though the species was seen again

after that date on 79 separate occasions, on eight different

days. Data such as these indicate that these birds were

migrants tausing for a while at the tank before continuing

their journey south. The proximity of the Gulf of Califor-

nia (70 miles south) would explain the number of shorebirds

seen.

It is evident that most transient species utilize

free water. on many occasions the birds that drank were

panting heavily as they stood on the bank of the waterhole

and were obviously under heat stress. Since very few of

these birds were marked it is difficult tO say how often

they will drink. Only the .Jestern Tanager and Bullock's

Oriole cited previously were seen drinking after they had

been marked. consequently, statements concerning the

drinking frequency of these species must be purely specu-

lative.
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Tree Swallow

Tree Swallows were seen on almost every day of

the study and often drank frequently throughout the day;

on July 24 and 25, for example, groups appeared 23 and

24 times respectively. Other days include 13, 11 and 10

visits. They usually appeared in small groups and always

drank on the wing; they were often in mixed groups with

other species of swallows such as Rough-winged Swallows

and Cliff Swallows. They could be expected at any time

of day and drank without any visible concern for any other

wildlife that may have been present at the time; commonly

they drank while a group of doves were also drinking at

some area of the tank. The group of swallows would normally

make one or two passes, sometimes three, and each individual

took one or two drinks per pass. The entire group would

usually be calling noisily while flying by. After drinking

they flew out of the area and were not seen feeding at all.

As many as twenty were seen in one group but the usual

number was only five or six. Apparently they need free

water.

Cliff Swallows and Rough-winged Swallows

Cliff Swallows ard Rough-winged Swallows apparently

need free water since they frequently drank at the tank.

They normally appeared in small groups, drank on the wing,

usually made two or three passes across the tank and took

one drink (sometimes two) during the pass. On some
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occasions lone individuals appeared. The groups were not

always exclusively one species, but were sometimes mixed;

either of these two species appeared not only with each

other but also with Tree Swallows and White-throated Swifts,

Apparently swallows choose to drink only at sources

that are relatively large and wide open, since they take

their water on the wing and must thus have some room in

which to maneuver. I never saw them, for example, at Agua

Dulce Spring or Papago Well, probably due to the small size

of these sources and the limited area available for maneuver-

ing.

Western Kingbird

Western Kthgbirds are insectivorous and probably

obtain all the water they normally need from the food they

eat. They often appeared at the tank, however, and drank

frequently. I first saw them on July 5 and individuals

were then present at the tank almost every day until the

end of the study. On Ju1y 18 six birds appeared and all flew

to the water's edge; only three drank (one took a total of

nine drinks). Five minutes later three individuals drank

again but I could not determine if they were the three that

had not drunk earlier. I do believe that an individual

would drink more than once a day.

On August 1, I recorded 22 instances of Western

Kingbirds drinking; on other days 10 and 11 times were not

uncommon. I saw them at the tank so often that I almost
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had the impression they were a resident population. At

times they drank with a dove flurry (see the discussion of

white-winged Doves) and often served as the stimulus for

the beginning of such flurries. I occasionally saw some

catching insects at the tank and noticed that individuals

were often panting heavily before drinking. As many as

14 drinks at one time were taken; anywhere from four to

eight were not uncommon.

Cassin's Kingbirds were not as common as the

western Kingbtrds but I did see them drink on four occasions.

As many as three appeared simultaneously and all three drank.

As many as 11 drinks were taken by an individual.

Red-winged Blackbird

Both male and female Red-winged Blackbirds occurred

at the tank, sometimes singly, at other times in groups.

At times they were accompanied by Brown_headed Cowbirds.

On one occasion a male Red_winged Blackbird and a male

Yellow-headed Blackbird spent the entire day at the tank

and usually remained near each other whenever on the shore.

The blackbirds, in addition to drinking at the tank,

often spent a great deal of time feeding along the edge of

the water. Numerous dead backswimmers had been washed

onto the edge of the tank and served as the main food item.

The birds often fed, seemingly unconcerned, among a dove

flurry and often served as the stimulus for a flurry. They

acturally spent more time eating than drinking at the tank,



but in doing so they were also taking in water since they

had to dip their bills into the water to obtain the food.

I recorded one bird taking 14 drinks, another 11 drinks.

As many as 11 and eight instances of drinking in one day

took place.

Bullock's Oriole

Bullock's Orioles drank at Jose Juan Tank on many

occasions. They too served as the stimulus for a dove

flurry and often flew down to drink among one. On August 9

two males and three females visited the tank; on this day

I recorded 38 cases of drinking, both by lone individuals

and two or three together. I have seen some birds take as

many as 20, 15 and 1.3 drinks. Bullock's Orioles also

drank in the company of other species of birds such as

Black-headed Grosbeaks, Western Tanagers and Lazuli BuntingS.

They were often panting heavily on the shore before drinking.

On two occasions I saw an individual fly to the stem of a

dead plant at the water's edge and drink while sitting on

this stem. It had to reach down to the water about four

or five inches below it.

Western Tanager

The Western Tanagers drank in a manner similar to

the Bullock's Orioles, appearing almost as often and drink-

ing frequently. They were often panting heavily. Four

individuals were at the tank on August 4 and, among them,

they drank 32 separate times during the day, sometimes side

38



by side with a Bullock's Oriole or one of the other

species present, including the doves. On other dates I

saw tanagers water nine times and seven times during the

day. As many as nine drinks were taken at a time. At

times they initiated a dove flurry.

Black-headed Grosbeak

The Black-headed Grosbeaks appeared almost commonly

at the tank; individuals of the species cank 12 separa times

on August 9 and as much as seven and six times on two other

days. Both males and females drank, either alone or with

other species. I have seen them take as many as 18 and 15

drinks at a time. They were often panting heavily before

they drank.

Brown-headed Cowbird

Brown-headed Cowbirds were not very common at the

tank but drank on most occasions when they did appear. At

times they were in the company of Red-winged Blackbirds

and on one or two occasions joined them in eating along the

shore of the tank. I saw one individual take up to seven

drinks.

Osprey

On July 12 an Osprey landed at the tank and drank.

It flew onto the northwestern shore at 1227 and stood there

looking around. It walked to the water and drank in a

manner similar to that of the Red-tailed Hawk (see the
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section on the Red-tailed Hawk and Sparrow Hawk), contin-

ually scanning the area after each dip of the bill. After

taking 14 drinks it flew off to the south, circled the tank,.

and landed on the east shore about 25 yards in front of me.

It then walked into the water and stood there with its

body almost touching the surface. It continually looked

around before flying off at 1249, dragging its feet in the

water as it left. It had been at the tank for 22 minutes.

Wood Ibis

On July 4 a Wood Ibis landed near the edge of the

tank on the west shore, about 25 yards in front of me. It

stood in the water, looked around for a few seconds, then

flew off, It circled three times high above the tank before

it flew out of sight to the northwest. It had not drunk.

At 0620 the next morning I saw an Ibis flying to the east

as I entered the tank area, but I do not know if it was the

same bird I had seen on July 4.

Shorebirds

Nine species of shorebirds visited the tank through-

out the period of my study. Whether or not these birds

actually drank while at the tank is hard to say; they at

least took in water along with whatever they were eating.

Kilideer would usually remain at the tank for the entire day

once they appeared as would Least and Spotted Sandpipers.

The tank is apparently well utilized by these transient

shorebirds and during the peak of the migration season the



the number appearing at the tank would probably be much

larger than what I encountered during this study.

Desert Nesting Species

Table 8 lists the desert nesting species seen at

Jose Juan Tank. Of these 24 species, some drank quite

frequently whereas others were apparently not so dependent

upon free water. Some species were never seen drinking at

all.

White-winged Dove

Great numbers of White-winged Doves utilized the

waterholes. Single daily counts (including individuals

that drank more than once) were often in the thousands,

e.g., 3630, 3427, 2965, 2769, and 2767 (Table 10). The

total hours of observations, however, varied from day to

day.

Doves were commonly seen throughout the entire day,

and some individuals could be expected to drink at any

hour. Figure 7 shows, however, that they were most numer-

ous between the hours of eight and ten in the morning and

again between four and six in the evening. In this graph

are represented the averages for fourteen full days of

observation at Jose Juan Tank.

There were days when the pattern varied from the

average one. For example, Figure 8 illustrates the frequency

distribution of doves on July 4 and 5. A third peak is
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Table 10

Dates, locations, and hours of observations at the water-holes during the summer of 1965. The number of Jhite-winged
Doves arid Mourning Doves that drank during the periods

of observations is included.
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Date
Loca- Times of
tion Observation

Total hrs.
of

Observat'n

No.1hite- No.Mourn-
winged Dove ing Dove
that drank that drank

June
9 ADS 0730-1800 11.5 35 1.

10 ADS 0700-1400 7.0 0 1
11 p'4
14 ADS 0500
15 ADS 0500-2000 15.0 1 ( 23) 3 ( 8)
16 ADS 0500-2000 15.0 0 ( 16) 3 ( Q)
17 ADS 0500-2000 15.0 2 ( 40) 3 ( 6)
18 ADS 1130 -1500 3.5 0 ( 24) 0
19 ADS 0900-1600 7.0 0 ( 52) I ( 5)
20* JJT 0700 -2000 13.0 386 51
21 JJT 0500-1200 7.0 204 19
23 ADS 0500-2000 15.0 4 ( 58) 2 ( 2)
24 ADS 0530 -2000 14.5 3 ( 65) 2 ( 5)
25 ADS 0500-1700 12.0 0 ( 24) 1 ( 4)
26 1200-2000 8.0 6 ( 19) 43 (139)
27 pj 0500 -1730 12.5 0 (136) 16 (121)
28 JJT 1030-2000 9.5 1054 26
30 ADS 0500-2000 15.0 27 (227) I ( 2)

July
I JJT 1000 -2000 10.0 2553 33
2* JJT 0600-2000 14.0 2965 53
3* JJT 0600-2000 14.0 2515 39
4* JJT 0600-2000 14.0 2767 58
5 JJT 0630-1800 11.5 1812 32
7 ADS 0500-2000 15.0 35 (270) 0
8 ADS 0500 -1700 12,0 28 ( 85) 0 ( 1)
9 JJT 0730-1300 5.5 819 50

10* JJT 0545-1920 13.5 1546 94
11 JJT 1030-1930 9.0 762 48



Table 10--Continued.
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ADS Agua Du].ce Spring

PW Papago Well

JJT Jose Juan Tank

* A full day of observation, from at least 0700 hrs.-1900 hrs.

( ) Total number of doves
geen,includthg those not drinking

Date Loca-
tion

Times of
Observation

Total hrs.
of

Observat'n

No.iilhite_ No.Mourn-
winged Dove ing Dove
that drank that drank

July
12*
15
16
17
18*
19*
21*
22
23
24*
25
26
28*
29
30

JJT
JJT
JJT
JJT
JJT
JJT
JJT
JJT
JJT
JJT
JJT
pi

JJT
JJT
JJT

0700-2000
1115-1915
0830-1300
0710-1430
0645-1935
0645-1935
0640-1940
0800-2000
1550-1930
0700-1930
0725-1930
0830-1710
0700-1935
0730-1900
0950-1500

13.0
8.0
4.5
7.5

12.7
12.7
13.0
12.0
3.6
12.5
12.0
8.5

1.2.5

11.5
5.0

1890
680
753
409
2043
2444
1830
847
925

2769
3427

98
2338

13
92

94
42
32
34
98
121
104
104
38

1.19

116
34

135
18
12

August
1*
2*
4
6
7

S
9*

LI

13
14
15

JJT
JJT
JJT
ADS
ADS
JJT
JJT
JJT
JJT
JJT
ADS

0700-1900
0700-1900
0800-1900
1015-1800
0700-1800
1025-1945
0600-2000
1100-1730
0900-1.930
0750-1915
0730-1300

12.0
12.0
11.0
8.0

11.0
9.2

14.0
6.5
10.5
11.5
5.5

738
232
1662
616
525

1751
3630

20
522
142
0(23)

41
36
84
7

9
64

253
1

25
8

0

16 JJT 1230-1345
1600 -1900 4.7 1.42 10
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Figure 7. Hourly utilization of Jose Juan Tank by doves,

The values are an average taken from fourteen full

observation days at Jose Juan Tank. These fourteen days

are indtcated in Table 10.
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Figure 8. Hourly utiltzatiOfl of Jose Juan Tank by

doves on July 4 and 5, 1965.
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evident in the graph for July 4 in the hour between

1200 and 1300 hours; the morning peak includes the hour

between 0700 and 0800 and the evening peak includes the

hour between 1800 and 1900 hours. On the following day

occurred a similar broadening of the morning and evening

peaks and again a third peak appeared, this time in the

hour between 1300 and 1400 hours. Similar examples of

such variability in daily pattern were noted on other

occasions, but for the most part the doves exhibited the

pattern shown in Figure 7.

Temperature apparently has some effect upon the

number of doves that will drink free water. Throughout

most of June temperatures (Table 2) were unseasonally cool

(as compared with hygrotherrnograph data for the previous

two summers). Table 10 shows fewer doves drank at Agua

Dulce Spring and Jose Juan Tank during this cooler period,

compared to the larger numbers seen throughout most of July

and August. Very few doves appeared at Agua Dulce during

this cool spell and not many of these drank at the spring.

On visits to the spring on August 6 and 7, however, when

temperatures had been consistently high, much larger numbers

of doves drank. Observations made at Jose Juan reveal the

same pattern there. On June 20 and 21 the numbers of doves

drinking were low compared to the July and August daily

totals. The larger number of doves and other species seen

at Jose Juan on June 20 and 21, as opposed to Agua Dulce

Spring, also substantiates the belief that more birds will



be seen at a larger more open waterhole over a given

period of time.

Effects of Rainfall

Rainfall caused a striking decrease in the number

of doves drinking at the waterholes. For example, through-

out the day of July 28, 2338 white-winged Doves and 135

Mourning Doves drank at Jose Juan Tank. The temperature

had been high (107° F), the sky clear, and the wind

negligible. A thunderstorm occurred that night, and the

next day many puddles were scattered over the valley. The

water level of the tank increased about two feet due to the

surface runoff, and a large puddle formed outside the fence

on the east side of the tank, about 80 yards from the

actual tank. Following the rain the sky remained clear,

there was little wthd, and the day was much the same as the

day before, except that the temperature only rose to 100° F.

A total of 31 white-winged Doves were seen that day and

only 13 of these drank (18 Mourning Doves appeared, eight

drank). The total number of species was also effected;

13 species drank on the 28th, but only five species the next

day (Table 11). A similar occurrence took place on August 11,

after a storm on the 10th, and again on August 14, after a

storm on the 13th. In both cases the number of doves as well

as the number of other species drinking was drastically

reduced; in both instances, also, the temperatures were lower
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Red-tailed Iawk

Gambels Quail

Roadrunner

Lesser Nihthaik
Testern Ktbird

Tree Sal I. c'..;

Lo.i

Cliff '3alLo
Purple Lrtin
Yeiio-headed Blackbird

Red-winced Blackbird

Brown-headed Cowbird

Lark Sparro

Table 11

Species of birds that drank at Jose Juan
Tank on the days before and after a
thunderstorm (July 28 and 29 1965)

(excluding doves)
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Lesser Nighthawk

Tree 'Swallow

Rough-winged Swallow

Cliff Swallow

Lark Sparrow

July 2 July 29
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on the day following the rain. Even so, the tempera-

tures were still high (1000 and 95° F, respectively).

Presumably, the doves were drinking pothole water

instead of returning to the tank itself. I have seen them

utilizing puddles in the road on the valley floor and

puddles on the bajada three and four miles south of Jose

Juan. They also drank frequently at the large puddle that

had formed east of the tank. Elder (1953) reported similar

behavior; he also noticed, however, that some doves will

fly over pothole water to drink at the man-made waterhole

they had been accustomed to visit.

It is possible that the decrease in temperature

also had something to do with the decrease in drinking

activity. However, within two days after the rain, tempera-

tures were back to their previous high, but the number of

doves at the waterhole did not return to the prerain totals

for another three or four days (Table 10). Presumably, the

doves returned to the tank to drink as the puddles and

potholes dried up.

The first thunderstorm of the summer (evening of

July 10) was not followed by a pronounced decline in the

number of doves drinking on the next day at Jose Juan Tank.

On the 10th a total of 1546 white-winged Doves and 94

Mourning Doves drank at Jose Juan, but the following day

762 white-winged Doves and 48 Mourning Doves drank between

the hours of 1030 and 1930 (nine hours). Since this was
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four and one half hours less observation time than the

day before, the total number of doves that drank was

probably closer to 1000. Thus, there seemed to be a

slight decrease in numbers of doves, but certainly not

as drastic as that seen later in the summer. The tempera-

ture did not decrease, but remained at 1050 F. Some puddles

were present on the bajada and on the valley floor, but

not as many as were present after the storms later in the

summer. Doves were seen drinking at some of them, but

most of the puddles were apparently dry by the next day

or so. Consequently, I feel that the scarcity of pothole

water was the reason why the doves continued to drink at

the waterhole and not the lack of a temperature drop.

Distance Flown to Reach Waterholes

Observations of marked birds show that doves will

sometimes go long distances to obtain water and will utilize

more than one waterhole. Doves marked at Agua Dulce Spring,

for example, were later seen drinking five miles away at

Jose Juan Tank and vice-versa. On July 7 six doves that

had been marked at Jose Juan were seen at Agua Dulce on

July 8 one of these appeared again, along with two other

marked doves from Jose Juan. Four of these eight individuals

were never seen again at Jose Juan, but the others did re-

appear at the tank on later dates. Again, on August 6 and

7 marked doves from Jose Juan were at Agua Dulce. Through-

out the course of the study there were also four doves from

Agua Dul.ce Spring that occasionally drank at Jose Juan.
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On two occasions I located a marked dove away

from a waterhole. On July 15 I saw dove number 54 on the

bajada four miles south of Jose Juan Tank, where it had

been marked. It flew south two minutes after I noticed

it, but it did appear at the tank late that day for water.

The next day I again saw it on the bajada, but I did not

notice it drink that day. In all, I saw it drink 17 times

at the tank on 15 dates after its initial marking on

June 28. A round trip of at least eight miles was thus

necessary each time this dove drank.

In addition to this marked dove I often saw, in the

same area, small groups of doves flying in the direction

of either Agua Dulce Spring or Jose Juan Tank. If they

were going to the tank for water, then they, too, had to

cover at least a total of eight miles; if going to the

spring, a total of at least two miles was required.

It was clearly shown in early July that doves will

travel even farther than four miles to obtain water. About

July 9 the stock tank at Papago Well went dry and from

July 10 to July 12 some doves that had been marked at

Papago Well were drinking at Jose Juan. The tank was re-

filled by the United States Bureau of Sport Fisheries and

Wildlife within the next few days and presumably these

doves then went back to Papago to drink there, since they

stopped drinking immediately at Jose Juan. Mourning Dove

number 21, however (and I suspect a few unmarked doves),



continued to drink at Jose Juan for the remainder of

the study period. These birds

12 miles to drink water, Even

number 33. This Mourning Dove

Well. on June 26 and was one of

Juan after the stock tank went

Jose Juan on July 25, drank at

during the day, and appeared a

had moved a distance of

more surprising was dove

had been marked at Papago

those that drank at Jose

dry. It reappeared at

three different times

fourth time at 1903 hours

At 1110 the next morning it drank at Papago Well.

These doves, then, will travel as much as twelve

miles to obtain water, but I have no basis for estimating

what their upper limit might be. Arnold (1943), however,

found that Jhite-winged Doves were nesting as far as ten

miles from a waterhole that he had been observing and

felt that they may nest at even greater distances. On

this basis, he calculated that one strategically located

waterhole would serve the birds nesting in an area of 314

square miles. In addition, he mentions a report of doves

flying as much as 17 miles for water near Ajo (on this

basis he calculated that an area of 907 square miles could

be serviced by one waterhole), He does not mention, how-.

ever, if any waterholes were present in the area other

than the one he was observing and gave no additional data

concerning the nature of the 17 mile flights. Consequently,

these statements must not not be regarded as substantiated.
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Nesting Density

Since doves require free water one might expect

they would choose to nest in the vicinity of the waterhole

and thus save themselves the expenditure of energy that

would be required f or a long flight to and from the water

source. Consequently, I checked all, the trees around Jose

Juan Tank, but found only one White-winged Dove nesting

400 yards northwest of the tank, The nest was situated in

the branches of a.dead.mesquite andwas subject to the full

rays of the sun. I found a number of other nests of other

species in the area and these are indicated in Table 12.

There were no old dove nests in the area.

At Papago Well a single pair of White-winged Doves

was nesting in a staghorn cholla about 600 yards south of

the cabin. The nest was situated near the top of the cactus

with no protection from the sun whatsoever; the cactus was

growing on a hill of black volcanic rocks. This was the

only dove nest I found in the area, even though I searched

for a distance of 800 yards in both an east and west direc-

tion along the wash that runs behind the cabin. A similar

stretch of wash 350 yards north of the stock tank was also

searched. The nests that I found along these washes are

listed in Table 12.

At Agua Dulce, I found no dove nests in the canyon

whete the spring is located even though I checked this canyon

from its northern end, where it slopes up to the highest



Location

Agua Dulce Canyon

Canyon 0.53 ml.
fron Agua Dulce
Spring

Canyon 0.30 tnt.
from Aua Duice
Spring

Canyon ttediat Ly
west of Agua Dulce
S pr irig

Agua Dulce Pass

South of Papao
1e 11

'?ash 350 yds. NE
of Papago e11

Jose Juan Tank

Bajada 4 ml.
south of Jose Juan
Tank

Valley Floor, 2 tnt.
South of Jose Juan
Tank

Species No. of Approx
ests stze

area

53

Table 12

Nests found in nesting survey on the study area (summer,1965)

Cactus 1ren 3 6 1200
x

30

Cactus 4ren 1 7 1000
Nhite-wined Dove 1 1. x
BLack-taicd Gnatcatcher 1 0 20

Cactus wren 0 1 800
Jhite-winged Dove 2 0 x

20

730
Jhite-winged Dove 1 0

30

Ash-throated Flycatcher 1. 0 250
Curve -billed Thrasher 10 x
Cactus Jren 0 2 50

Jhite -winged Dove 1 0 1600
Verdin 18 x

30

Verdth 0 6 1600
x

15

hite -winged Dove 10 150
Verdth 13 x
Roadrunner 10 150

/hi t c-winged Dove 26 100
Cactus 1ren 46 x
Curve-billed Thrasher 02 100

vhite -winged Dove 4 1 100
Cactus Jren 03 x
Roadrunner 0 3 100
Verdin 01
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ridge in the mountain range, to its southern end, where

it fans out onto the bajada, a total distance of 0.68

mile. The dove nest nearest to the spring was situated

in another canyon immediately west of the spring and was

about 700 yards to the southwest. I also searched the

canyons between the spring and Agua Dulce Pass and found

four additional nests of White-winged Doves. Agua Dulce

Pass was also searched. Table 12 lists all, nests found in

all, areas.

I staked out and checked two other areas for nests,

one four miles south of Jose Juan Tank and the other two

miles south of the tank. Each area was 100 yards square.

The area four miles south of Jose Juan was located entirely

on the bajada and here I found two pairs of nesting thite-

winged Doves. Six other dove nests were in the area; two

of these were very old and partly destroyed. I could not

tell how recently the other four had been used but they

appeared to be no more than a year or two old at the most.

The second area was located in a mesquite bosque on

the valley floor, but the extreme southern end of the area

was composed only of creosotebush. I found four pairs of

nesting 1hite-winged Doves in the area and one other dove

nest that was probably no more than a year old. All other

nests that I found are listed in Table 12.

It can be seen, then, that the doves have no tendency

to nest in large numbers near a waterhole but choose instead
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to fly even long distances to and from their supply of

water. Mobility undoubtedly plays an important role in

enabling these birds to survive in their desert environment.

Behavior

Both white-winged Doves and Mourning Doves behaved

in a characteristic manner while at the tank. They usually

drank in large groups, that I shall hereafter refer to as

flurries, which always developed in much the same pattern.

Before drinking the doves typically sat in the trees that

line the sides of the tank, either sitting quietly or

preening. A number of doves also sat in some of the dead

trees on the southwestern corner, others in the dead trees

farther back on the south side of the tank. These doves

were consequently exposed to the full rays of the sun and

even used the dead trees during periods of high ambient

temperature. They never attempted to move into the shade

of the other trees, even though the temperatures were at

times as high as 1100 F or more, I never noticed any gular

fluttering on their part while they were in these trees.

Doves would sometimes change positionS, flying

from one tree to another before going down to drink. In

the Late afternoon and early evening, particularlY, groups

of doves would fly back and forth from tree to tree and

from one side to another
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The amount of time spent sitting and preening in

the trees before going down to drink was sometimes rather

long. Some individuals sat for 30 minutes; the longest

period I recorded at Jose Juan was 48 minutes. Fifteen

to 20 minutes was not uncommon. With the rapidity with

which the flurries occurred, however, the majority of

doves probably waited only five to ten minutes. It was

difficult to time individual birds since they were easily

lost if they changed their positions among the trees.

The doves were easily scared and were often

scattered from the trees when a Red-tailed Hawk or Turkey

Vulture swooped directly over them. Even a Sparrow Hawk

scattered doves from a tree as it flew into or over the

tree. The doves were apparently scared more by the move-

ment of the hawks or vultures and not by the raptors them-

selves. If the hawk or vulture landed nearby and remained

quiet the doves would return to the trees and sit there

as before. I have also seen coyotes scatter the doves

simply by walking under the trees in which the doves were

sitting. After the coyote had passed, the doves then returned

to the trees.

After sitting in the trees for a while, one or more

doves eventually flew to the shore of the tank to drink.

The sight of a dove on the shore caused additional doves to

fly down near it, while others remained watching in the trees.

The doves on the shore were very hesitant and careful, bobbing
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their heads, walking back and forth, sometimes lifting

their wings, continually looking around, approaching the

water but then backing off again, generally presenting a

typical picture of ambivalent behavior.

At times the group would first form under the trees

on the top of the shore and nervously walk back and forth

before flying down closer to the water. Once near the

water their behavior was the same as that just described,

and was reminiscent of a gang of mischievous boys standing

around waiting to do something naughty, but nervously

looking around to be sure that no adult would see them;

each one was waiting for someone else to gather up enough

courage to make the first move.

Eventually a dove would overcome its reluctance

and start drinking. As it drank, the other doves nearby

would look at it, hesitate, then start moving toward it,

line up on each side of it, and start drinking themselves.

The sight of a dove drinking safely was apparently the

stimulus for the others to drink. The flurry would begin

slowly, with the nearby doves moving hesitantly over to

the first dove, Almost immediately doves would begin to

fly down from the surrounding trees to join those already

on the bank; they, too, were apparently attracted solely

by the sight of other individuals drinking. At first they

tame in small numbers, but they quickly increased to the

point where the area above the tank was literally covered
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by swarms of doves, and the air filled with the sound of

their flapping wings and their typical squeaking noise.

Most doves would fly to a spot about one to one and a half

feet behind those that were drinking, walk around bobbing

their heads and scanning the area, then either walk or run

to the edge of the water, find a vacant place in the line,

drink, and then fly off Out of sight behind the trees. Some

doves would land near the top of the bank instead of behind

the drinking line, hesitate for a while, then either fly,

walk, or run down to the line. Even these doves, if they

flew down, always landed behind the drinking line and wait

ed for a vacant place before moving into position to drink.

Many doves showed rapid gular fluttering as they approached

the drinking line or waited on the shore.

The entire flurry seemed to be a mass of confusion,

but was actually orderly. While some doves were lined up

along the edge of the water drinking others were landing

behind them and waiting for their turn to drink. There were

occasions, however, when an incoming dove landed on top

of a drinking dove and proceeded to drink in that position.

Usually the incoming dove lost its balance, dropped to the

ground, and finished its drink there.

The length of these flurries was usually between

three and six minutes. I sometimes saw flurries up to 10,

13, and 15 minutes; the two longest flurries I recorded

lasted 20 and 28 minutes (July 3 and August 9). The shortest
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were only one minute in length. The average time, based

on 602 flurries, was five minutes.

There seemed to be no set pattern for the lengths

of the flurries; a long flurry could occur at any time

in a series of average or short flurries and vice-versa.

Table 13 illustrates this point; it shows the data recorded

on drinking activity of the doves during the day of July 19

and depicts a typical day at the waterhole. The length

of time between flurries was variable (Table 13), There

were often occasions on which a new flurry would begin with-

in one minute after the old one had finished, but usually

from five to fifteen minutes would elapse between flurries.

During midday and early afternoon when the doves were not

normally utilizing the waterhole heavily (Figure 7), some-

times over an hour would pass before a new flurry began.

Most flurries occurred during the peak hours of utilization

and it was then that separate flurries could be expected to

follow each other at small intervals.

The number of doves that drank in a flurry was also

quite variable (Table 13). The largest number recorded

was 363; other high counts include 330, 291, and 270.

There were 23 instances of over 200 doves drinking in a

single flurry and 100 other cases of 100 or more. On the

other hand, I sometimes saw fewer than 20 doves in a flurry,

and even groups of four, five, or six were not UflCOtflfllOfl.

The average size, based on a total of 602,flurries, was 68.1.



Table 13

Recorded instances of doves
drinking on July 19, 1965 at Jose Juan Tank.
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No. o fTineNo.hite- Intensity Mourn-
wngd Doves of flurry ing Dvs.
that drank doves mi drinkin

£6
this and
last flur-

tninTime of Da
Length of

FL mm

0731-0738 7 LB 9 19.8 3
0740-0745 5 50 l00 0 2
0745 3
0755-0808 13 171 13.1. 2 10
0821-0830 9 100 11.1. 4 13
0836-0842 6 110 116.6 4 6
0845-0846 Ii. 11.0 0 3
0903 -09 12 9 115]. 16.7 5 117

0914-0915 1 ILl 11.0 0 2
0920-0929 9 97 110.7 4 5
0929 4 -
0932 Q

0934 6
0935 2
0937-0942 5 50 10.0 6 8
0943 -0945 2 25 112.5 2 1.

0946 10 -
1001-loll 10 1.17 11.7 3 16
1033-1043 10 67 6.7 5 22
1045-1047 2 19:3 0 2

1050-1054 4 3

1106 7 -
1128-1130 2 22 11.0 0 -J

1131 11. I
1132-1135 3 39 13.0 2

1150 5
1218 2
1225 6
1230- 12 33 3 36 12.0 2 55
1233
1242
1247 3



Table 13--Continued.

60a

No. of Time from
No.Jhite.- Intensity Mourn-this and

Length of ngd Doves of flurry ing Dvs. last flur-
Time of yjurry(mth) that drank cdoves/mir drinking rv (mm

1316-1319 3 37 15.6 0 43
1345-1352 7 75 10.7 3 26

1353 7 - -

1424 1 - -

1440-1446 6 66 11.0 12 48
1533 1 - -
1535-1539 4 103 25.7 1 49
1539 2 - 1

1542 1

1544 9

1547 15
1549 7

1604
1610-1615 5 89 17.8 2 31

1615
1636-1643 12

2

212
-

17.6
-
3 21

1648 6

1652
1715-1721 6

10
190 31.6 2 27

1724
1725
1726
1728-1734
1735-1739
1744-1747
1759 -1803

6
4
3
4

11
92
50
43
57

-
15.3
12.5
14.3
14.2

2

1

2

3

7

1

5
12

1814
18 18-1822 4

I

34
-

21.0
-
5 15

1824 7

1838
1908-1913 5

3
105 21.0 6 46



I don't feel as though this average value is particularly

significant because the flurries were so variable.

The intensity of these flurries (number of doves

drinking per minute) was also variable and ranged from a

low of 1/mm. to a high of 96/mm.; the second highest

value was 48.5/mm. Intensities of over 20 and 30/mm.

were not uncommon, but most of the intensity values were

between 10 and 20/tnth. The average intensity for 602

flurries was 12.2/mm., but since they were so variable,

I don't think this value means too much either.

The number of doves drinking in a flurry was not

related to the length of the flurry as might have been

expected. For example (Table 13), a six minute flurry at

1715 on July 19 included 190 doves for an intensity of

31.6 doves/mm. Another six minute flurry at 1728 included

92 doves for an intensity of only 15.3 doves/mm. The

intensity of these flurries was sometimes great enough

to scare other birds away from the water, particularly

Ganibel's Quail. On June 28 a family of quail was drinking

on the west shore of the tank when a dove flurry began

around them. So much activity took place that the quail

ran up the slope and huddled as a group near the trees on

the bank, One male returned and drank while the flurry was

still in progress, but the remainder waited until it had

ended.
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More normally other species of birds often drank

among the doves even at the height of a flurry, seemingly

unconcerned over the doves' activity. Gambel's Quail

regularly did so as did almost every species that drank

frequently. I have even seen Desert Cottontails and Black-

tailed Jackrabbits walking over to a flurry and drinking

among the doves without bothering them. Many times the

doves would begin their flurry around another bird that was

already drinking. Again, the sight of a bird drinking was

the stimulus involved. On many occasions a bird started

drinking somewhere across the tank from a group of doves

only to have the doves fly across the tank and begin a flurry

around it. Apparently the species made no difference to

the doves, except that they never started a flurry around

a hawk or vulture; on occasion they even flurried around

Black-tailed Jackrabbits and Desert Cottontails. Roadrunners,

Gambel's Quail, Bullock's Orioles and Western KingbirdS were

often the nucleus of a new flurry. I have even seen groups

of doves follow a shorebird, such as a Spotted Sandpiper,

as it walked around the banks of the tank, as though wait-

ing for the shorebird to give them the signal, so to speak,

that it was safe to drink.

The doves were very hesitant and cautious during a

flurry and were scared easily, usually I could discern no

reason why the birds were scared away, for during the height

of a flurry the entire group would suddenly scatter from the
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bank and disappear through the trees. At times the swooping

of a hawk or vulture frightened them; on occasion I have seen

the doves scattered by a flying Lesser Nighthawk. A Kilideer,

two Avocets, even the swooping of arriving doves have broken

up a flurry. Often the entire group would scatter even

when congregating on the shore to begin a flurry.

When a flurry ended prematurely, the doves usually

returned quickly to the shore and began a new one, sometimes

in a matter of only 15 or 20 seconds. Occasionally a few

minutes elapsed before the flurry was resumed. Sometimes

not all the doves were scared into flying off, and those

that were left continued drinking while the others returned;

in such cases no break in the flurry occurred. In almost

all flurries I saw individuals land behind a drinking line,

hesitate, walk around, approach the water, but at the last

minute be scared away. These birds often returned to drink

in the same flurry or in later flurries, as I found through

observations of marked doves.

Flurries characteristically formed only where the

first individual drank (be it a dove or another species).

Even though a large area was available to them, the doves

gathered within a few feet on either side of the individual

that first drank. At times a second or even a third group

would form at a different location along the shore, but for

the most part only the one area would be used. Rarely I

saw as many as four separate groups drinking at different
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locations simultaneously. The flurries would occasionally

begin in one spot and shift to another (sometimes even to

a third or fourth spot) before ending.

Doves characteristically drank by sucking in the

water with their bills immersed. On most occasions they

began drinking by taking three or four quick, darting stabs

at the water with their bills, accompanied by a sharp

twisting movement of the head, giving the impression of

trying to violently wipe something off their bills. The

doves almost seemed as though they were testing the water

to see if it were safe to drink. These rapid dips were

especially prevalent in the doves that began the flurries.

After anywhere from one to six or more of these short dips

(usually only two or three) they then took a number of

separate drinks of varying lengths. They looked around

between each drink. A typical drink was two to four seconds

in length, but drinks of one second and as much as seven to

nine seconds were also taken. Some examples are given in

Table 14. I have at times seen a dove drinking without

these preliminary short dips, but this was unusual.

Trees limited my vision and I found it difficult

to determine whether the doves remained in the area after

drinking or flew away from the tank. I think most birds

fly away from the area, but at least once I saw a marked

dove nearby for 43 minutes after it drank. It sat in the

sun on a dead tree trunk.



Table 14

Random sample of lengths of drinks
taken by doves at Jose Juan Tank (sunmer, 1965).

Lengths are givon in seconds.

3-3-1
d-d-3-d.-1
d-d -8-3
d - d - d - d - d - 9
d-d-d-d-6 -d
d-d-d-7-6-d
d -1-1-4
d-d-9
d-d-d-d-1-d-4
5

1-5
1-1-5
d-d -4-1
31-2-5-2
d-5
d-7-1
d -d -3-3

d A very short dip of the bill into the water (see text).

- The dove ojked tip its head to look around before
drinktn again.
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Gften a number of doves were still standing on

the shore of the tank after a flurry had ended. These

individuals then exhibited ambivalence in trying to over-

come their reluctance to drink. These individuals would

either fly away without drinking, drink as a small group,
or become the focal point of a new flurry.

Immature doves were characteristic in their drink-

ing bahavior in that they deliberately placed their bill
in the water only an inch or so from that of another dove.

The impression I received was that they considered only the

water in the immediate area of the other dove's bill safe

to drink. The immatures often began drinking by pecking

at the mud just outside the water, as though they were

pecking at the water itself, but missing. After a couple
of pecks, however, they would find the water and then begin

drinking. When finished, the jutmatures would often fly or

walk only a few feet away and then return to the water and

drink again during the same flurry. This was in contrast

to the adults, which seldom, if ever, returned after drink-

ing once.

Although the doves usually drank in groups, there

were 145 cases in which a white-winged Dove drank alone; this

representsdnly 12 per cent of all observed instances of

drinking. Group drinking is obviously due to the extreme
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serves as a safety measure in case of danger. If one or

more doves recognize an impending threat, they scatter and

alert those doves that are drinking. The drinking doves

have their heads down while sucking in the water and

consequently would not see any approaching danger unless

they were to lift their heads and look around. The sight

of the fleeing doves would alert them, however. A typical

case of danger to the doves was attack by one of the Red-

tailed Hawks that frequented the tank. I saw a Red-tail

attack a drinking flurry of doves on six occasions. On

two attempts the hawk was successful in taking an individual.

In every case the doves scattered just a split second before

the hawk swooped through the group. On no occasion did a

hawk attack adove drinking alone; once, however, a Red-

tailed Hawk captured a lone Ash-throated Flycatcher as it

drank at the tank. The hawk swooped down upon it from behind.

On the days following a rainstorm the number of

doves drinking at the waterholes decreased markedly, and

consequently very few flurries occurred. Most instances

of drinking on these occasions involved single individuals

or small groups of three, four, or five doves at a time.

On July 29 and August Il no flurries occurred, and on

August 14 only eight flurries took place. The largest of

these flurries consisted of only ten individuals.

Many of the doves that appeared at the tank on the

days following a rain drank instead at a large puddle that
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had formed east of the tank. As the puddle dried up, the

doves then had no choice but to resume full activity at

the main waterhole. After the storm on July 28, frogs

(species undetermined) that were present in Jose Juan Tank

began laying eggs. Many of these eggs were laid in the

puddle east of the tank. As the puddle dried up it was

soon so jammed with tadpoles that hardly any water could

be seen, Surprisingly, some doves drank at this puddle

while it was in this condition.

On August 10, a thunderstorm raised the water level

of the tank to the level of the trees on the banks and

caused the water to overflow into gullies extending back

from the tank on all but the northern side. Some of these

gullies extended as much as 25 yards or more away from the

tank. The large puddle formed again on the east side of

the tank. Again, the doves preferred to drink at these

gullies and at the large puddle instead of the tank proper;

the preferred spot was at the gully on the northwestern

corner of the tank where the water overflowed along what

used to be a short road, lined on both sides by mesquite

trees. Here the water extended back from the tank for a

distance of 20 yards. For a few days following the rain the

doves drank mainly at the far end of this puddle, following

the edge of the puddle as it receded, Surprisingly, they

even continued drinking at the far end of the puddle when

it eventually dried to only a small narrow strip less than
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one quarter of an inch deep; a larger, deeper puddle just

to the left wasn't utilized, nor was the edge of the over-

flow about 10 feet away utilized. During the last few days

of the study the doves seldom used the main body of water

in the tank.

It is interesting to note that some small flurries

took place even as a fine drizzle was falling at the tank,

with the sky heavily overcast and rain threatening.

In general, the behavior of the doves was much the

same at Agua Dulce Spring and Papago Well as it was at Jose

Juan. At Agua Dulce the doves covered the rocks on the

canyon walls as well as the trees, ocotillos, and saquarOS

before coming down to drink. They seemed much more reluctant

to drink at Agua Dulce; some individuals waited an extremely

long time before going down to the spring. One marked dove

waited three hours and 14 minutes at Agua Dulce before it

drank; others waited as much as 117 minutes, 80 minutes,

69 minutes and 63 minutes. Quite often a dove would wait

for a long period of time on the canyon wall and then even-

tually fly out of the canyon without drinking at all; for

example, some waited as much as 84, 112, 67, and 66 minuteS

only to fly off without drinking. While waiting, the doves

often changed positionS from trees to rocks to saquaros,

etc. and often gave the impression that they had no intention

of drinking at all. They regularly ate the flowers and fruits

o the saquaros while waiting. They would slowly work their
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way down the canyon wall toward the spring, finally

dropping from the rocks to the cement lip in front of the

water. The first individuals on the lip displayed the

typical ambivalent behavior before drinking. Again, the

sight of the dove drinking caused other doves to drop to

the cement lip and wait their turn to move into the drink-

ing line. After drinking, the doves would usually fly

out of the canyon, but I occasionally saw some doves remain

afterwards on one of the canyon walls, sometimes for a con-

siderable period of time. One marked dove sat on the west

wall for 24 minutes after it drank before leaving the area.

At Papago Well the doves congregated in the mesquite

and paloverde trees that were next to the tank and in a

mesquite tree outside the corral fence on the northern side.

They often flew back and forth from one tree to another,

most of them coming from the tree outside the corral to

the tree inside the corral. The doves would continually

change positions until some of them were on the limbs direct-

ly over the tank. Then one or two individuals would drop

to the cement lip of the tank and after the typical display

of ambivalent behavior, either fly back into the tree or

walk down the front incline and drink. As soon as one or

two started drinking the others would drop from the tree,

or fly in from the tree outside the corral, and walk down the

incline to drink. ,Jhen finished, the doves flew out of the

area.
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I made visits to other waterholes on the game

range to search for marked doves and, even though the

visits were brief, the behavior of the doves was essentially

the same as that noted above. These waterholes (Figure 2)

were Eagle Tank (25 miles northwest of Jose Juan), Charlie

Bell. Well (20 miles north of Jose Juan), Saguaro Gap Iell

(16 miles northwest of Jose Juan), Redtail Tank (12 miles

northwest of Jose Juan), and Tule dell (39 miles north-

northwest of Jose Juan Tank). No marked doves were seen

at these locations, but the visits were so brief (only a

few hours in most cases) that this does not exclude the

possibility of marked doves visiting these sources. Red-

tail Tank particularly, could possibly have been visited

by some of the doves since it was the closest of these

waterholes to Jose Juan.

Mourning Dove

Mourning Doves were not as abundant in the study

area as the Whitewinged Doves, but their behavior was much

the same, except that they seemed to be more hesitant and

cautious. 11hile the White_winged Doves were drinking. all

around them in a flurry, Mourning Doves would usually spend

more time hesitating behind the drinking line, walking back

and. forth, bobbing their heads, approaching the water and

retreating from it. I often would see them leave without

drinking. They were almost always participants in a White-

winged Dove flurry but not in large numbers; usually only two,
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three, or four individuals would appear, although as many

as sixteen were once seen.

Despite their apparently greater reluctance to

drink during a flurry, the Mourning Doves were more prone

to drink alone than were the White-winged Doves; they did

so on 142 occasions, or 27 per cent of the time. Usually

they drank in two's or three's or in White-wing flurries.

There seemed to be more Mourning Doves in the evenings

than at any other time of day, and the groups at the tank

then consisted of mostly this species. These groups would

sit on the shore of the tank for a few minutes, fly to

another part of the tank and sit there for a while, then

fly somewhere else around the tank; finally some indivi-

duals flew off and others drank in small groups or alone.

On some evenings Mourning Doves were present when dusk was

falling and the light was too poor to see them well.

Roadrunner

Although from past experience I had felt that the

Roadrunner does not need free water, there were some days

on which I saw them drinking 10 and 11 different times; on

August 9 there were 22 instances of drinking. Other high

values include 13 and 14 times. I do not know, however,

how often any one individual will drink. As many as three

were seen at the same time (on six separate occasions), but

I 'was unable to mark any of them. A pair was nesting in a

mesquite about 35 yards from the tank and these birds may have

accounted for most of my observations.



Although no data were obtained on frequency of

drinking by an individual, it was quite evident that these

birds were drinking regularly at times. I often saw Road-

rwiners panting as they stood on the shore. The number of

drinks that they took when visiting the waterhole was

usually large; generally at least 10 drinks were taken and

13 to 15 drinks per visit was not uncommon.

A bird that appeared at the tank on July 3 at 0724

drank 125 times. Its first drink was 0726, about halfway

along the west shore, and by 0730 it had drunk 26 times.

It then started walking up the bank but immediately turned

back to the water and took an additional 33 drinks, It

trotted away a couple feet, paused tolook around, then went

back to the water for two more drinks. At 0734 it turned,

walked part way up the slope, and then started rubbing its

bill on the dirt bank, as though wiping it dry. When finishe4,

it trotted the rest of the way up the slope, paused momen-

tarily, then went back down to the water and drank another

27 times. It ran quickly to the top of the slope at 0740 when

a coyote came in to drink at the southwest corner. Then

it trotted to the northwest corner and took another 13 drinks

by 0741. It trotted up the slope and rubbed its bill on the

dirt again, then stood motionless for a few seconds, look-

ing straight ahead to the southwest. it trotted under the

trees at 0744 but reappeared quickly, went back to the water,
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and drank 24 more times. At 0746 it trotted back up the slope
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and out of sight under the trees. It had spent a total

of 22 mthuteS at the tank. Though this was an extreme

case, the actiofla ofthisbird were typical of the species.

After drinking for a while, they often trotted away from

the water as though finished only to return one or more

times to drink again. Sometimes they finished their drink-

ing in just one visit and then trotted of f without returning.

The Roadrunner drank by crouching on its legs with

its body held horizontal to the ground and its beak pointed

directly forward, It then dipped its bill into the water,

looking much like a person drinking through a straw, and

raised its head to swallow. Then it paused to look around

momentarily before taking the next drink, it was extremely

cautious while drinking and often ran quickly away from the

water as though something had frightened it. it was usually

not apparent what had scared it away. The Roadrunners could

be seen drinking at any time of the day and often drank

near or even among the doves during a flurry. As was more

often the case, the doves would begin a flurry around the

Roadrunner. There were also occasions when a Roadrunner

drank at one part of the tank while a coyote drank at some

other part, sometimes only 20 yards away. when two indivi-

duals drank at the same time they usuallY drank at different

parts of the tank; when three individuals visited the tank

at the same time they were usually the bank or ridge

somewhere, but i never observed them all- drinking
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simultaneously. Two of these individuals were presumably

the nesting pair, but whether or not the third individual

was the same bird on all six occasions, I do not know.

Quite definitely, then,a Roadrunner will utilize

free water if it is available and apparently will do so

frequently. I doubt that it normally does so, however,

but exists instead on the water it obtains from its food.

The nesting census revealed a number of Roadrunners' nests

on the bajada and valley floor (Table 12) and one individual

was seen near the edge of the bajada; I don't think these

birds would regularly travel two to four miles to obtain

water. Individuals living close to a source of water will

use it, however, and may even do so regularly as did the

ones observed in this study.

Lesser Nighthawk

Lesser Nighthawks were common visitors at the tank.

They were present in largest numbers before 0700 and again

after 1800, but many isolated individuals were seen at any

time of the day. They always drank the wing, taking one

drink, then flying around the area to return and drink again.

I could not determine how often an individual will drink.

I marked only two birds; one did not reappear, but the second

drank the next day at 0926. The poor lighting in the evening,

however, when these birds were most numerous, could have

caused a marked bird to go unnoticed.
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As 1800 approached, the nighthawks appeared in

increasing numbers until often four or five were in view

drinking at the tank. Others could be seen in the immediate

area, so that between 20 and 30 birds would be seen at one

time. The largest number that I saw simultaneously at

Jose Juan Tank was 48 on August 13.

Nighthawks will utilize pothole water after a

thunderstorm, but not to the extent that the waterhole was

excluded, as was the case with the doves. Their numbers

drop off only slightly. Movements of the birds prevented

me from obtaining reliable counts during their peak hours.

They were difficult to follow as they flew back and forth

through the trees, and it was impossible to follow the same

individual all the time. I saw Lesser Nighthawks near my

camp on the bajada, four miles south of Jose Juan Tank, and

also in Organ Pipe Cactus National Monument, about seven

miles northeast of the tank, thus giving some idea of how

far these birds may have traveled to obtain water.

Since I made no nightirne observations, I do not

know whether these birds will drink throughout the night,

but Elder (1953) reported that occasional individuals did

appear at night. In his conclusions, Elder states that

they will drink only at night; my observations show that

individuals will also water at any time of the day.
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Gambelts Quail

Although Ganibel's Quail are known to be able to

go without free water (Hungerford, 1960), I saw them

frequently drinking at both Jose Juan Tank and Papago

Well. As was the case with the Roadrunners, these quail

will utilize free water frequently if they have it avail-

able, but can do without it if need be.

I rarely saw quail between 1100 hours and 1700

hours; they preferred mornings and evenings. Usually the

quail were heard before they were seen. They frequently

appeared in family groups and drank side by side on the

shore. The female was usually the first of the group to

drink. The number of drinks taken was sometimes quite

large; 20 or more were not uncommon. I observed one male

take 40 drinks. The group often spent five minutes or more

at the water.

The quail were often used as a focal point for the

beginning of a dove flurry and at times were even scared away

from the water by the activity of the doves; on other

occasions they approached a dove flurry and drank beside or

among it. If the doves scattered for some reason the quail

scattered with them. Whereas the doves flew off, the quail

always ran up the slope and under the trees.

Although I marked only one quail and did not see it

again, some of the family groups were unique due to the

number of immature males and females present. I could
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recognize these groups and they apparently came in to

water twice a day. When pothole water became available

from the summer rains the quail drank at them instead of

at the tank. They also utilized the large puddle to the

east of the tank as did the doves.

At Papago Well the quail appeared at the same

hours as at Jose Juan. In the morning and afternoon the

corral would be frequented by a number of family groups

and adult pairs, all noisily foraging in the area. When

going to drink, the quail would fly up to the lip of the

stock tank, walk back and forth hesitantly, then either

fly back down to the ground or walk down the incline and

drink. The sight of the drinking quail often caused the

doves to begin a flurry around them. Occasionally the

flurry scared some of the quail into flying back to the

ground to wait until the doves had finished, similar to the

behavior seen at Jose Juan. After drinking, the quail

dropped to the ground and usually continued foraging until

they eventually left the area.

At Jose Juan I sometimes saw two family groups

drinking beside each other without apparent friction. At

other times when two or more groups came into contact some

individuals chased others around the shore.

Turkey Vulture

Turkey Vultures drank frequently at the tank during

the beginning of the summer, but not often after the first
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week of July, although they were present soaring over the

tank and immediate area. The number of individuals that

I saw after the first week in July was much less than the

number in June; apparently some of the individuals moved

out of the area or drank elsewhere.

After July 4 Turkey Vultures drank only 10 times

compared to 55 recorded observations before this date;

the maximum number seen simultaneously after July 4 was

four as opposed to a maximum of nine before this date.

During the period while common at the tank, vultures

often drank in groups ranging from two to seven individuals.

Lone birds (all vultures) were cautious while at the tank;

they often stood quietly on the shore looking around for

a few minutes before going down to drink. A group usually

formed slowly; after one individual landed on the shore,

others flew in within the next few minutes and landed near-

by. They often circled low around the tank, sometimes only

a few feet above the ground, before landing. As others

came in, the individuals on the shore simply stood quietly.

Sometimes an individual landed at the opposite end of the

tank and then slowly walked over to the group. Usually no

conflicts occurred between individuals, but on two occasions

I saw one bird peck at another and force it away a few feet.

If one individual started drinking, the others then did so,

but there was no quick rush such as was typical of the doves.

They drank together in a line, much like the Gambel'S Quail.
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When finished, a vulture normally walked around on the

shore for awhile, or sometimes stood quietly again.

Several times I saw some individuals turn their backs to

the sun, spread their wings and tail, and sun themselves.

In doing so, they always turned so that they were receiving

as much of the sun's rays as possible.

The Turkey Vulture drank by dipping its bill into

the water without bending its legs so that its whole body

changed position, with the anterior end dipping downward

and the posterior end raising upward. The whole body swiveled

on the legs, much like a toy duck bobbing back and forth on

stationary legs. The vulture then raised its head to

swallow and looked around for a few second before taking the

next drink. As many as 15 to 20 drinks were taken in this

manner.

At times the group, after standing and walking around

on the shore for a while, flew off without drinking. Usually

the group disbanded gradually; one or two individuals flew

off at a time until no more were left on the shore. Even

after drinking the group broke up in this typical manner.

Some individuals flew out of the area, but others sometimes

circled high above the tank for a few minutes.

The swooping of the vultures as they passed low

over the area often scattered doves from the trees or from

a flurry. If the vulture landed somewhere and remained

quiet, the doves frequently returned.
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Red-tailed Hawk and Sparrow Hawk

Both Red-tati.ed hawks and Sparrow Hawks drink

occasionally when water is available, but drinking water

is not necessary for them to maintain water balance under

moderate conditions (Bartholomew and Cade, 1963). Both

species drank at Jose Juan, but not frequently, even though

they appeared at the tank fairly often (Table 8). The

Red-tailed Hawk was present almost every day, usually

soaring over the area, occasionally landing in a tree or

on the bank. Its appearances paralleled those of the

Turkey Vultures in that after the first week of July, it,

too, was not as frequent as it had been. As many as three

and four individuals were together at the tank before July 3,

but after this date, with the exception of July 10, when

two bitds appeared; I saw only one individual at a time.

Red-tailed Hawks drank on several occasions, six of them

before July 3 (June 20, July 1, and July 2); the final

episode occurred on July 28. They were always panting

heavily before they drank.

Most probably these hawks were finding it difficult

to obtain enough food to also supply their water require-

ments during this early part of my study and were forced to

utilize free water. After July 3 some individuals either

moved out of the area, drank somewhere else, or were more

successful in meeting their water requirement through their

food source. I feel the latter was probably the main reason

for their decrease in drinking at Jose Juan.
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The hawks were extremely hesitant and cautious

when drinking and took a Long time to do so, The actions

of two Red-tailed Hawks at the tank on June 20 will illus-

trate this; their behavior was characteristic for the species.

At 1245 a Red-tailed Hawk swooped low across the

tank from the north and landed on the south bank. It faced

the water and continuously looked around. A Turkey Vulture

flew into the area and landed behind it. Another vulture

flew past the south shore and the hawk cringed as though

about to fly off. The second vulture landed a few feet in

front of the hawk, at 1247. A few seconds later the hawk

flew low across the west bank and headed north. As the

two vultures drank I noticed a second Red-tailed Hawk fly

into a dead tree on the southwestern corner. The first

hawk had by now circled back and in a few seconds flew low

onto the east shore. After looking around cautiously for

five minutes it walked into the water and planted each

foot firmly on the ground reminding me of a baseball player

as he digs in at the plate. It then spread its wings and

flew up and back a few inches, much as though it had stepped

on a hot iron. At 1250 it took its first drink; after five

minutes it had taken nine of them. It then lifted one leg

and stood on one foot for ten minutes. Then it started

drinking again, but floundered in the water as though it had

lost its balance and had to struggle to right itself. By
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1310 hours it had taken four more drinks for a total of

13 and then flew to the top of the bank on the southeastern

corner.

Each drink involved a slow dip of the bill into

the water followed by a quick upward jerk of the head.

Between swallows the hawk looked in all directions and

often stretched its neck toward the direction in which it

was searching as though it had suddenly spotted something.

Three vultures drank while the hawk stood on the shore; the

second hawk still sat quietly in the dead tree. At 1310

the first hawk flew out of the area. The second hawk flew

across the tank heading north at 1330, circled, and landed

on top of the ridge at the southeastern corner of the tank.

Three vultures flew into the tank, followed by two more,

and all five of them drank, (four on the south shore, one

on the west) while the hawk stood on the ridge and scanned

the area. At 1333 it swooped low across the east shore,

then back across the tank onto the south shore. A vulture

landed about 30 yards to its left. At 1334 the hawk start-

ed drinking, in the same manner as the one before it. At

1339 five more vultures flew into the tank and landed to

the hawk's left. As the third one flew past, the hawk flew

to a dead tree on the south shore. It left the area a few

minutes later.

The Sparrow Hawks behaved much the same way, taking

just as long to start and complete their drinking, solidly
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planting theIr feet on the ground while standing in the

water and looking around cautiously between each drink.

They were not as common at the tank as were the Red-tailed

Hawks and I saw them only occasionally after July 6. All

eight instances of their drinking at Jose Juan occurred

before this date (July 1, 2, and 5), but one drank at Agua

Dulce Spring on August 6. I assume their scarcity at the

tank after July 6 was due to the same reason that I proposed

above for the Red-tailed Hawks.

On six occasions a Red-tailed Hawk swooped into a

dove flurry in an attempt to catch a dove. On some days I

saw them apparently deliberately harass groups of doves

that were congregating for a flurry, by flying over to the

area and landing among them, thus scattering them from the

bank. On some days a Sparrow Hawk also harassed the doves

by swooping at individuals on the shore or in the trees,

but apparently pulling out of its dive at the last minute.

Presumably, this was playful behavior on the part of the

Sparrow Hawk. Similar playful behavior was seen on the

part of both a male and female Sparrow Hawk at Agua Dulce

Spring.

These hawks were sometimes under heavy heat stress

as was shown by my experience with a male Sparrow Hawk that

I caught in one of the mist nets on July 1 at Jose Juan.

Sthce the net was out of my view, I did not find the hawk

until sometime after it had been caught; I did not know how
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long it had been in the net. By the time I extracted it

at 1310 it was panting very heavily and its entire body

was trembling. I banded it, but when released, it could

not fly; it just lay on the ground, panting and trembling.

I filled a small jar lid with water and placed the bird so

that its bill was immersed in the water. It lay panting

heavily with its bill in the water, its eyes half closed,

its body trembling. It drank feebly and seemed to revive

somewhat. When I picked it up at 1334 it could stand on

its feet; it had stopped panting, but it was still trembling

a bit. It stood next to the lid, looking around, but made

no attempt to get away. It was evidently not able to fly.

By 1400, however, it had revived to the point that it ran

from me and hid under a mesquite when I tried to pick it up.

I left it there, but found it dead in that spot the next

morning. Presumably it had died from the affects of ex

cessive exposure to the sun while caught in the net. The

temperature had been 109° F.

I found a number of other birds also dead in the

mist nets due apparently to exposure to the sun; these

included a Verdth, Ash-throated Flycatcher, and Warbling

Vireo. Since the nets were out of view on these occasions,

I did not see the birds until it was too late to save them.

Continued exposure to the sun without food and/or water was

apparently enough to kill these birds.
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Cactus Wren

The Cactus Wrens never drank or even made any

attempt to drink until August 1; then they drank for the

first time. Two individuals were always seen or heard

around Jose Juan Tank as they foraged under the trees,

and a third one was occasionally seen also. Throughout

June and July they never went near the water. I was sur-

prised, then, to see two wrens drinking on August 1. I

had marked two individuals at the tank (they were caught

together in the same net) on July 2 and often saw them

together under the trees; one of them had lost the tag

but was usually seen with the marked individual, so that

I was reasonably sure of its identity.

The marked bird drank three times during the

evening of August 1, once in the midst of a dove flurry.

The other individual also drank once that evening. On

the evening of August 8 the marked wren drank once, the

other one twice. On August 9 the marked individual drank

twice (in the evening again) while the unmarked bird drank

on eight separate ocôasions throughout the day. On

August 13 the unmarked wren drank once at 1250. The birds

took from one to 1]. drinks at a time. During this period

the two wtns often ate seeds in the dry scats that had

been left on the shore of the tank by coyotes. They would

forage around these droppings, eating the seed, drink,

then continue foraging at the droppings again before walking

up the slope and out of view under the trees.
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This pair gave me the impression that they were

going to continue drinking regularly. After rain fell n

August 10 and 13, however, the wrens stopped drinking as

suddenly as they had begun. They may have been drinking

at one of the many gullies or puddles that were out of

view around the tank, but when seen again at the tank they

appeared to be as unconcerned with the water as they had

previously been. Four were present in the canyon at Agua

Dulce Spring and I did not see them attempt to drink. They

often ate the fruits and flowers of the saguaros in the

canyon and were probably obtaining moisture from this source

along with their regular diet.

There were many Cactus tJrens on the valley floor

between Jose Juan and my camp and also at my camp on the

bajada. Others were in Agua Dulce Pass1 along the road

between Papago ie1l and Jose Juan, and at other locations at

some distances from the waterholes. These individuals cer-

tainly were not drinking at these water sources. It is

possible, however, that some of them might utilize pothole

water after a rain if they need to do so, but I feel sure

that at least most of their lifes, if not all of their lives,

is spent without utilizing free water.

Verdth

The Verdin presented a drinking pattern similar to

that of the Cactus Wrens As many as four were seen at one

time, flying from tree to tree around the tank; at least
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one was seen or heard on every day of the study period.

Until August 1, they had made no attempts to drink, but

seemed to be quite able to get along without free water.

For the next five observations days, however, individuals,

both immature and adult, drank at the tank. There were

three instances on August 1, one on August 2, 4 and 8, and

25 instances on August 9. Rain fell the next day and

after that storm I did not see them drinking again.

The Verdins took quite a large number of drinks;

27 and 34 separate drinks were the highest number I noted.

Other counts include 19, 17, and 12. They drank alone as

well as in the company of-other birds such as Bullock's

Orioles, Lazuli Buntings, and Black-headed Grosbeaks.

I also saw Verdins at Agua Dulce Spring and Papago

Jell but they were not drinking there. At both places I

noted individuals eating saguaro fruit; they were probably

obtaining water from this source in addition to their regular

diet. Verdins were also present on the bajada and in the

nest census area on the valley floor.

Black-tailed Gnatcatcher

Although Black-tailed GnatcatcherS were seen or

heard at al]. waterholes on every day of the study period

with as many as four present at one time, i never observed

them drinking. Individuals were present at Papago Well and

Agua Dulce Spring but I never saw them drink. I also found

some on the bajada, in Agua Dulce Pass, and in some of the
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Mountains. These individuals were obviously not corning

to the waterholes to drink. Black-tailed Cnatcatchers

definitely seem able to get along without free water.

Black-throated Sparrow

I often saw individuals of this species along the

trail that leads from Agua Dulce Pass to Agua Dulce Spring

and at times in the canyon where the spring itself is

located. They were additionally seen on two separate days

at Jose Juan Tank. I did not see them drinking, but, Mr.

Robert D. Ohmart of The University of Arizona (1966, pers.

comm.) told me of personally seeing one drink near Tucson

in 1965. At times I saw them eating saguaro fruit near

Agua Dulce Spring and they were probably obtaining some

moisture from this source. They appear to have no need for

free water.

Curve-billed Thrasher and Crissal Thrasher

Although Curve-billed Thrashers nested on the bajada

near my camp and at Agua Dulce Pass, I saw them at the tank

On only one occasion. Two individuals appeared together on

July 28 on the south shore. One remained on the top of the

ridge while the other walked hesitantly to the edge of the

water. There it paused to look around and then cautiously

walked west along the edge of the water for a distance of

10 feet or so. it gave the appearance of wanting to drink,

89
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but turned instead and ran back up the slope to rejoin

the other bird will standing there. Both then trotted

out of sight. Other than this one incident, however, I

never saw the species at any waterhole; apparently it

can exist without utilizing free water.

I observed a Crissal Thrasher only four times.

Each time it was foraging under the trees adjacent to the

tank. It never made any attempt to drink throughout the

period of my study. I also saw one individual on the

eastern wall of the canyon at Agua Dulce Spring, but it

was there for only a few moments and flew out of sight

behind the canyon wall. Apparently it, too, can get along

quite well without free water. it never saw individuals

anywhere else during the course of my study, and the species

was evidently not common in the area.

Other Species

Gila Woodpeckers and Gilded Flickers presented

an irregular pattern of drinking.' At times I observed pairs,

but usually just single individuals. Then present, Gila

Woodpeckers normally flew from tree to tree around the

tank; they only drank on four occasions. The largest num-

ber of drinks taken by one bird was 15. The Gilded Flickers

drank more frequently, often taking many drinks; on June 8

one individual drank 58 times. Others took as many as 32,

25 and 22 drinks; the typical number was between 10 and 20.

Both Gila ioodpeckerS and Gilded Flickers were at Papago
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Well and Agua Dulce Spring but I did not observe them

drinking there. Both species also ate saguaro fruits

and flowers. They can probably live without free water,

but apparently will utilize it at times.

I found Ladder-backed Woodpeckers a few times at

Agua Dulce Spring, on the valley floor in the area used

for my nesting census, and on the bajada near my camp. They

were not seen at Jose Juan, however, and were never seen

drinking.

I encountered Ground Doves only at the Jose Juan Tank

and nowhere else. Except for two occasions, every time one

appeared at the tank it drank. I never saw more than two

at a time. They occasionally drank among a dove flurry,

but usually drank alone. Their behavior was similar to that

of the White-winged Doves and Mourning Doves, and they acted

cautiously and hesitantly whenever on the shore of the tank.

Apparently they will use free water if it is available, but

whether or not it is necessary to them could not be deter-

mined because of their scarcity on the study area. One

might assume that its water requirements would parallel

those of the other doves, but again, not enough data is

available to draw any conclusion

The Loggerhead Shrikes were infrequent at the tank

and at Agua Dulce. They were never seen drinking at Agua

Dulce, but one did drink on August 9 at Jose Juan Tank. On

that date presumably the same individual drank 5 times between
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172]. and 1757. Evidently this species, too, can exist

without using free water. It is predaceous upon small

animals and probably obtains most, if not all, of its

required water from its prey.

A Golden Eagle was seen twice at Jose Juan and

twice at Agua Dulce, but it did not drink. At the spring

it flew past the canyon to the south. At Jose Juan it

once flew low along the west shore, but continued flying

off to the north; the second time one appeared at the tank

it landed on the west shore and looked around for a moment

before flying off again. Quite possibly all sightings were

of the same individual, since each one was an immature bird.

Mockingbirds were not common on the study area and

only appeared at the tank on nine days. only one individual

was seen at a time. On many of its appearances the Mocking-

bird was panting heavily before it drank. On August 9

apparently the same individual drank nine separate times

throughout the day.

Ash-throated Flycatchers drank frequently at the tank

until July 5, but I saw no others until August 9. They

sometimes drank amidst a dove flurry and at times had a flurry

begin around them. On occasion two drank side by side. They

often took as many as eight drinks at a time. As many as

three were together at one time.

House Finches and PhainopeplaS were not common on the

Study area; I saw phainopeplas only at Jose Juan Tank, but
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House ftnches were 7resent at all three waterholes. They

were very infrequent however. It is known that House Finches

must drink free water; Bartholomew and Cade (1956), for example,

found that they may require as much as 1007. of their body

weight in water per day during hot weather. They can, how-

ever satisfy their water requirements, in the lab, for days
at a ttme by eating succulent food. They normally eat var-

ious fruits in the field including that of cactus and would

conceivably obtain moisture from this source. Their absence

at the waterhole is still surprising; either they ere not

residents in the area, were drinking sonaewhere else, or both.

Elder (1953) reported groups of them drinking regularly in

his study.

Groups of House Finches were common at Fapago dell

during early June, but I did not see any on subsequent visits

in late June and July. Four females were marked at Papago

1ell; two of them appeared again later in the day (June 11)

and drank. They normally occurred in groups of six or seven

and frequently changed positions in the mesquite tree near

the stock tank. They eventually worked their way down the

branches overhanging the rear of the tank; from here one or

two dropped to the lip of the tank and hesitated before

hopping down the front incline to drink. They frequently

flew back to the tree a couple times before overcoming their

reluctance to drank. As soon as one started drinking, the

others flew down and drank also. The sight of these birds

drinking sometimes initiated a dove flurry.
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Phainopeplas were at the tank on five days and

drank on most of these occasions (Table 8). Both males

and females appeared, but not in each others' company.

On two of these days two males appeared together and both

drank. This insectivorous species can probably exist

without free water, but it obviously will drink at times.

Canon Wrens were seen only at Agua Dulce Spring

and in a few of the canyons that were checked for nests.

One individual was always present in the canyon where the

spring is located, but never made an attempt to drink; the

individuals in the other canyons obviously were not using

this waterhole.

The American Ravens were merely seen flying through

the area without stopping at the tank. A group was once

seen sitting on top of the west ridge at Agua Dulce Spring,

but they did not approach the spring.

Since I did not conduct any observations at night,

I do not know what species of owls may have drunk at the

waterholes. In his study, Elder (1953) reported Screech

Owls and Great Horned Owls drinking.

In addition to doves, quail, vultures, House Finches

and nighthawks, Elder also reported the following species

drinking: Marsh Hawk, Sparrow Hawk, Roadrunner, Gilded

Flicker, Gila Woodpecker, Western Kingbird, Ash-throated

Flycatcher, Cactus Wrer, Mockingbird, Curve-billed Thrasher,

Robin, Loggerhead Shrike, Scott's Oriole, Cardinal, B1ack
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Sparrow. Unfortunately, he gave no frequency data for

these species but at least it shows that some species such

as the Cactus Wren, Black-throated Sparrow, Curve-billed

Thrasher, etc. will occa8ionally drink.

Individual Frequency of Utilization

White-winged Doves and Mourning Doves were marked

with backtags in an attempt to gain some insight into the

frequency with which individual doves will drink. Table 15

lists the total number of doves that were marked (this value

includes all three waterholes), the number of these birds

that were seen again, and the percentage of return. The

figures include doves that were seen only once or twice after

their date of marking.

Some of the doves that I had marked with belly tags

eventually lost these tags (see the section on marking tech-

niques). Although recognized by the aluminum leg band, they

could not be identified as individuals and can not be used

in calculating frequency data. Consequently, if these birds

are djscoted from the totals, the percentage of return is

slightly higher. This is shown also in Table 15. Since

some of the birds retained the belly tag throughout the study,

the actual percentage of return probably lies somewhere in

between the two values shown.

Since the total number of doves that I marked seemed

to be a small number compared to the sometimes
large number
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Total no. of
doves marked

No. of marked
doves seen
again

Per Cent
return

No. of doves
marked (back
tags only)

No. of marked
doves seen
again (back
tags only)

Per Cent
return

Table 15

Percentage of return for doves marked at
Jose Juan Tank, Agua Dutce Spring and

.Papago Jell during the summer of 1965
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;Jhite -winged
Dove

Mourning
Dove

All.
Doves

11.4 17 131.

76 14 90

66.6 82.3 68.7

36 17 103

66 14 30

772 82.3 77.6
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of doves that drank (Table 10), it is important to determine

whether or not the behavior of the marked individuals was

representative of the population as a whole. Qualitatively,

I could see no difference in their behavior compared to the

unmarked doves. Quantitatively, their frequency of appear-

ance paralleled that of the unmarked doves almost exactly;

this is shown in Figures 9 and 10. Figure 9 illustrates the

total number of doves (both marked and unmarked White-winged

Doves and Mourning Doves) that drank during every day of

observation at Jose Juan; Figure 10 depicts the total number

of marked doves that drank on those days. The curves match

quite well, Consequently, I feel that the marked sample

represents reasonably well the behavior of the total dove

population.

In analyzing the individual frequency data, two

things must be kept in mind. First, the doves will utilize

more than one waterhole. Secondly, every day is not represent-

ed by the same number of hours of observations. Therefore,

on days when a marked dove did not appear at the waterhole,

it can not be assumed that it did not drink on that day.

It, of course, may not have, but the chance exists that it

either drank at another waterhole or drank. at the tank during

an hour when I was absent, or both. These two considerations

complicate the analysts

Table 16 presents the frequency data for the indi-

vidual doves at Jose Juan Tank. it contains all the marked



Figure 9. Total number of doves seen drinking on every day

of observation at Jose Juan Tank. The dates are given only

as Day number 1, Day number 2, etc, since gaps of time are

present between some days. The day numbers correspond to

the dates given below.

Day number Date Day number Date

June JuLy
1. 23 17 22

July 18 23
2 1. 19 24
3 2 20 25
4 3 21 28
5 4 22 29
6 5 23 30
7 9 Aug.
8 10 24 1

9 11 25 2

10 12 26 4

11 15 27 8

12 16 28 9

13 17 29 II

14 iS 30 13
15 19 31 14
16 21 32 16
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Figure 10. Total number of marked doves seen drinking

on every observation day at Jose Juan Tank. The dates

are given only as Day number 1, Day number 2, etc.

Since gaps of time are present between some days. The

day numbers correspond to the dates given below.

Day number Date Day number Date

June July

1 28 17 22

July 18 23

2 1 19 24

3 2 20 25

4 3 21 28

5 4 22 29

6 5 23 30

7 9 Auc.
8 10 24
9 11 25 2

10 12 26 4
11 15 27 8

12 16 28 9

13 17 29 11

14 18 30 13

15 19 3]. 14
16 21 32 16
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doves that returned to drink at the tank after they had

been marked, including those individuals that returned

only once or twice. Doves that were never seen again

are not included in the table. The dates on the left

border of the table are not consecutive days of the months,

but only the days of observations; thus there are gaps

of time between many of the days. The fourteen days of

observations used for the average values in Figure 7 are

designated by asterisks .. The first three doves listed

(numbers 46, 57, and 77) are the only Mourning Doves marked

at Jose Juan. About the only difference between these and

the lbtlhite_winged Doves is that the Mourning Doves seemed

to be much more regular visitors to the tank than most of

the White-winged Doves.

At the end of Table 16, the doves numbered 20, 29

27, and 31 are the doves that were marked at Agua Dulce

Spring but drank on occasion at Jose Juan; dove number 31

is a Mourning Dove. The individuals numbered 24, 32, 33,

and 33 are doves that I had marked at PapagO Welt but later

saw drinking at Jose Juan. All but dove number 38 are

Mourning Doves.

Since I dtd not mark any doves at Jose Juan until

notbefore this can

one of the 14 days

There are conse-

which the analysis

June 28, the two dates of observations

be used in the analysis; thus, June 20,

used for Figure 7, muSt be disregarded.

quertly 13 days of full observations Ofl

is based, supported by evidence from the other partial days
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of observations. I shall refer to these 13 full days

as the major days. There are six other days of at least

1]. hours of observations (July 5, 22, 25, 29, August 4,

14, and 16), and the data from these dates can be weighed

almost as heavily as that of the other 13 days.

Inspection Of the table reveals a preponderance

of days on which a dove was seen drinking only once. For

the major days of observation the number of doves that

drank only once was twice the number of doves that drank

two times. (Table 17). 1hen considering all the days of

observation, the ratio increases to almost 3:1. The table

also shows that all but eight cases of a dove drinking three

times a day occurred on the major days; all instances of

a dove drinking four times a day occurred on the major days.

It appears, then, that most doves will drink only

once a day. I believe, however, that if the hours of

observation had all been equal in length to those in the

major days, then the reported cases of doves drinking two,

three, and four times a day would be much higher. This

would shift the observed 3:1 ratio closer to the 2:1 ratio

of the major days. The number of doves drinking only once

a day would also increase, but not enough, I suspect, tO

maintain the 3:1 ratio. In most cases in which a dove drank

twice in one day it appeared once in the morning and once

in the late afternoon or evening; there are some exceptions,

of course, but this pattern was characteristic. Almost all



Drank once
a day

Drank t;:c
times in
one day

Drank three
times in
one day

Drank four
times in
one day

Table 17

Recorded instances of marked
ihite-wthged Doves and Mourning Doves

drinking at Jose Juan Tark (summer, 1965).
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(13 full days
of observation)

(34 total days
of observation)

173 335

88 13 C)

22 30

4 4

No. of doves No. of doves
that drank that drank
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observation days included either the peak hours of the

morning or the peak hours of the late afternoon and it

was during these peak hours, of course, that I saw the

greatest number of marked doves. If a dove was recorded

drinking once during the evening peak, but the morning

hours were not included in the observations, it is very

likely that it may have already drunk one or more times

before I began my observations. If this is true, and I

think that it is, then the number of instances of indivi-

duals drinking once (335) would be less while the number

of individuals drinking twice (130) would have been more.

There would also have been an increase, assumedly, in the

cases of doves drinking three and perhaps even four times

a day. The values for the major days seem to substantiate

this somewhat, since the ratio of birds drinking once a

day to those drinking twice a day is less (almost 2:1)

than the ratio for the total 34 days of observation

(almost 3:1). On the other hand, one may argue that more

new individuals would have been recorded during the hours

that I was not present and would tend to cancel out any

increase in numbers of doves drinking a second or third

time. This situation would maintain the 3:1 ratio. Un-

doubtedly, some new individuals would have been recorded,

but I feel that more individuals
would have been seen re-

turning for a second or third time.
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The possibility also exists that a dove may

have drunk at another waterhole at some other time of the

day, although I had no way of proving this. It was shown,

though, that they will use more than just one water source,

but whether or not they will use more than one on the same

day is not known. I don't see why they would not, especially

if they have a choice between two or more sources that are

about equal distances from where they happen to be when

they decide to drink. Figure 2 shows the available water

in the area. A dove on the bajada south of the eastern

edge of the Agua Dulce Mountains could visit either Agua

Dulce Spring, Juan Well, Quitobaquito, or one of the Mexi-

can stock tanks at the ranch houses along the Sonoyta River.

Arnold (1943) states that during the nesting season,

which extends from mid-May to late August, the female cares

for the eggs during the late afternoon, night and early

morning, while the male assumes these duties only during

midday. The time of change-over varies, however, in differ-

ent areas and with individual birds. He estimated also,

that some doves will water twice a day and felt that most

of these were probably the males. while observing a mesquite

thicket in which white-winged Dove were
nesting, he found

that large flights of the doves would occur out of and into

the thicket at different periods of the day; the morning and

evening flights were predominately males, whereas the midday

flights were predominately females. The return flight in
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the morning was caused by the males coming in to take

over the nest duties.

At the waterhole Arnold then discovered that the

aorning and evening flights were composed of predominately

the males while the doves drinking at midday were pre-

dominately females. He therefore concluded that the peaks

of activity at the waterholes were due to the male or

females coming to and leaving water when not attending to

nest duties. Since I was not able to tell males from fe-

males during the period of my study, 1 could not verify

this point. It would however, tend to substantiate my

argwnent that more doves drink twice a day than is shown

by Table 17. 1hether or not the peaks of activity are due

to the nesting behavior of these birds, as Arnold believes,

was not determined.

If it is true that the birds drinking during the

midday are nesting females, then one might possible be able

to estimate the number of breeding pairs in the area. Taking

the values from Figure 7, and dividing the total day into

three separate four hour periods, the average totals for the

morning (0700 to 1100), midday (1100 to 1500), and evening

(1500 to 1900) are 874, 338, and 807. On this basis, one

would estimate that about 400 breeding pairs were using the

tank. This is the technique that Arnold used to estimate

the population of the area he was studying. I don't feel

that such an estimate is valid, however, since the doves will
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utilize more than one waterhole. Arnold did not take

this into consideration when he made his estimate.

Also, if all the breeding females drank only during

midday, then the totals for those hours should be approxi-.

mately twice the total values for the morning and evening

periodsif the males were drinking only once a day, or at

least equal to the morning and evening totals if the

males were drinking twice a day. As seen here, this is

not the case. Non-breeding individuals would also influence

the peaks of activity. The reader will remember, however,

that some days did show a third peak of activity during

midday (Figure 8), and that these peaks sometimes equaled

the morning peaks. This could be explained by Arnold's

findings. But these peaks did not occur every day, as

would be expected if Arnold's suggestions are correct. The

fact that the doves will use more than one waterhole, though,

complicates the analysis and could be one reason for such

inconsistencies. The distance thata;doethaS to fly to

reach water may also play some role in deterrntng how often

a dove will drink. It is possible that the individuals

nesting not too far from the waterhole were the ones that

drank two, three or four times on one day; the birds nest-

ing at greater distances might drink only once a day due

to the area they would have to cover to fly to and from the

water source. Assumedly, the doves might also drink a larger

amount of water in their one visit, than do the other doves
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due to the greater expenditure of energy required by

their longer flight and the consequent presumed increase

in daily minimum water requirement.

I have found, then, that most doves will drink

one or two times in one day, some even three or four

times; although it appears that most doves drink only

once in a day, I feel that more doves actually drink twice

that shown in Table 17.

Whether or not a dove will drink every day is a

diffent matter. Table 16 seems to indicate that they do

not. Again, however, some doves may have drunk while I

was not at the tank or may have drunk at other waterholes.

The doves that never returned after marking were presumably

drinking at other waterholes instead. Both Mourning Doves

and White-winged Doves probably can go for a few days or

so without drinking free water. Bartholomew and Dawson

(1954) found that Mourning Doves could withstand periods

of dehydration without much ill effects. After 24 hours

at 39° centigrade without water, they lost up to 15 per

cent of their body weight, but if then given water the

doves could make up this loss within minutes. At
390

Centigrade, though, they drank four times as much water

as they did at 23° centigrade. Bartholomew and MacMillen

(1960) state that Mourning Doves
apparentlY have no special

mechanisms for water conservatiohl or salt excretion; their

ability to survive in the desert is dependent not on special
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physiological mechanisms, but to their ability to travel

long distances to obtain water. They found that in the

laboratory individual doves could survive as long as 11

days without water (if given food libitum). The mean

length of survival was 7.3 days. They can apparently use

saline water if not too concentrated.

MacMillen (1962) found that the minimum water re-

quirement of the Mourning Dove in the laboratory is 2.8 per

cent of its body weight per day. Since the average weight

of the birds he worked with was 108.1 grams; this minimum

requirement was 3 grams of water per day. He suggests,

however, that in the laboratory Mourning Doves typically

drink twice as much water as is required for maintenance of

body weight; he feels that this may more nearly reflect the

greater water demands of the normally active, non-captive

birds. Mildly dehydrated doves have the ability to drink

in one minute, and in one or two draughts, an amount of water

equivalent to about 157 per cent of the daily ad libitwn

intake and about 386 per cent of their minimum daily re-

quirement, or 11.6 grams. MacMillefl suggests, then, that

Mourning Doves apparently need to visit water for only a few

minutes every day or so in order to maintain or regain a

state of positive water balance. These suggestions are

based, of course, on laboratory situations. The conditions

existing in the doves' actual environment are very different

from those existing in experimental rroundings. My data
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shows Mourning Doves will drink free water regularly

probably every day (since they were seen almost every

day at the tanks), and often two or three times per day.

This suggests that their minimum daily water requirement

is higher in the field than in a thermally controlled
laboratory. Since they are able to obtain 386 per cent

of their minimum laboratory requirement in one draught,

they may, as MacMillen suggests, be drinking in excess of

what they normally need, even in the field. I think at

times they may have gone a day without drinking, but I

feel if water is available they will use it almost daily

instead of waiting for dehydration to force them to drthk.

Their absence on some days could be explained if they

visited other sources or drank at the tank during hours

at which I was not present. Again, too, the distance the

doves had to travel to water may have been a factor.

The marked Jhite-winged Doves did not seem to

visit the waterhole as regularly as the Mourning Doves and

gave the impression that they did not drink every day.

Under laboratory conditions MacMtllel'1 (pers. comm.) found

at room temperature that white-winged Doves can live as long

as 12 days without water. They can rehydrate themselves

as quickly as the Mourning Doves and are also able to gain

some water from succulent vegetation, such as lettuce, etc.

in the laboratory.

During my study, I commonly saw white-winged Doves

eating saguaro fruits and flowers, and it is quite possible
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that they were gaining moisture from this source. With

their ability to rehydrate quickly they could obtain

enough water in one visit to a waterhole to maintain

themselves for a few more days. MacMillen (pers. comm.)

feels that they would probably go only three or four days

at the most without drinking in the field. With the

number of absences shown in Table 16 it seems as though

some individuals will at times go for a few days without

water. Doubtless many of them were drinking at other

waterholes on some of the days that they were not seen at

Jose Juan. But the behavior of the doves at Agua Dulce

Spring, especially, where marked doves were often seen in

the canyon for considerable lengths of time, sometimes

even more than once a day, and yet did not drink, leads me

to believe that at times a hjtewinged dove will probably

skip a day without drinking water.

1 feel, however, that in generals the Whitewiflged

Doves, like the Mourning Doves, will utilize free water

almost daily instead of waiting for desiccation to prod them

to do so.



CONCLUSIONS

Throughout the course of a hot dry summer a

desert waterhole is constantly visited by birds from the

surrounding region, many of which are dependent upon this

water source for their existence Other species, however,

apparently do not need this free water and do not normally

utilize it. Other species may perhaps not need the water

but use it if it is available. In addition, some migrating

birds will use a desert waterhole as they are passing

through the area on their way south; presumably they would

also utilize the source while moving north to their breed-

ing grounds. Environmental conditions during the spring

of the year, though, are not as harsh as during the latter

part of the summer and utilization of these waterholes by

migrants may not be too heavy then.

Among the migrants, I was surprised to see species

such as 1estern Kingbirds, Cassin's Kingbirds, and vlilson's

Jarbler drinking at the tank. Since they are insecti-

vorous in habit one would assume that they could obtain

enough water for their needs from the food that they eat.

They probably drank at the tank due to the extreme environ-

mental conditions to which they were subject while crossing

the desert. The demands of the rigorous migratory flight

doubtless plays a part also. I do not know what the water

112
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requirements are of such migrants as the 'iestern Tanager,

Bullock's Oriole, and Black-headed Grosbeak while in their

characteristic habitat, but it is seen that while crossing

the desert they will utilize free water if they find it.

A desert waterhole doubtless plays an important role in

enabling some migrating- birds, particularly early fall

migrants during the middle and late summer months, to

cross the desert expanses on their way to and from their

breeding grounds.

Among the desert nesting species, I would, on the

basis of my observations, divide them into two groups:

those that need free water to survive in this habitat,

and those that do not. Table 18 lists the species that I

place in each of these two groups. The species placed in

the first group all drank frequently at the waterholes

with the exception of the House Finches. It is my opinion

that birds of this species were drinking elsewhere.

The species placed in the secord grouping can

apparently all do well without free water, but I believe

that any of these, if conditions become severe enough, will

utilize free water if it is available. Almost all of these

species haves been seen drinking at one time or another,

either by myself or other workers. I don't know what the

conditions would have to be to cause any of these species

to start drinking. In the case of the insectivorous birds



Table 18

Desert nesting species of birds
that do or do not need free water.

Red-tailed Hawk

Golden Eagle

Sparrow Hawk

Gambel's Quail

Roadrunner

Gileci Flicker

GUs woodpecker

Ash-throated Flycatcher

Verdin

Cactus wren

Curve-billed Thrasher

Crissal Thrasher

Black-tailed Gnatcatcher

Loggerhead Shrike

BlackthrOated Sparrow

Turkey Vulture

vJhite-winged Dove

Mourning Dove

Lesser Nighthawk

House Finch

114

Do not need Do need
free water free water
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or the flesh-eating raptors one could assume that high

ambient temperatures coupled with a scarcity in their

food supply would be one situation. Perhaps this is what

happened in the case of the Verdins and Cactus Wrens. In

any event, the species in group two are able to survive in

an arid desert habitat because they have found some method

for meeting water requirements other than by drinking.

Water obtained from food sources is, of course, one of

the methods by which they do this. An efficient kidney

and the absence of sweat glands, resulting in a reduction

of water evaporation from the body, are two more. These

latter two, however, are not methods characteristic of only

desert species, but are typical of all birds. Whether or

not these birds in group two have evolved some special

physiological method which enables them to survive in a

desert habitat without having to drink free water is a

question still unanswered. I think, however, that it is

entirely possible that some of them have dene so.

Among the species listed in group two I found that

Gambel's Quail and Roadrunners are opportunists and al-

though they do not need free water, they will utilize it

regularly if it is available. The Ash-throated Flycatcher

might even be opportunistic but its disappearance after

the beginning of July did not allow enough observations for

me to substantiate this belief.
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The Mockingbirds, American Ravens, and Phainopeplas

appeared so infrequently that I can draw no conclusions

concerning their water requirements.

I found that White-winged Doves and Mourning Doves

must drink frequently to survive in their desert environment.

Some individual doves drink as often as three and four

times in one day. I suspect that most doves drink only

once or twice a day. This may be related to the distance a

dove would have to travel to and from a waterhole. They will

probably drink every day but I do not doubt that on occasion

they might go one or two days without taking free water.

They will utilize more than one waterhole and, if enough

sources are available to them, will probably use any water-

hole at any time. I do not know if they will use more than

one waterhole in the same day, but i see no reason why they

should not. Mourning Doves, however, seem to be loyal to

one waterhole, at least more so than the Whitewinged Doves.

Doves will travel as much as four and even 12 miles

to obtain water, and if one source should go dry will simply

use the next one they can find. They do not prefer to nest

abundantly in the immediate area of a waterhole, but they

are found instead even at distances of several miles from

the nearest water.
Mobility plays an important role in the

ability of these doves tO survive in the desert.

Doves utilize the waterhOles in greatest numbers in

the mornings and evenings, it was not determined whether
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these daily peaks are due to the male and female doves

exchanging nest duties, as Arnold (1943) states.,

Temperature has some effect on the frequency with

which doves use the waterholes. During cool. periods they

do not drink as frequently as when the temperatures are

consistently high. After a rainfall most of them will

use pothole water instead of drinking at the waterhole.

During the hot dry periods the waterhole services a large

number of doves.

The sight of a drinking dove or other bird or

mammal is stimulus enough to cause the doves to begin

drinking in large groups. In general, all birds drinking

at the waterholes seem to prefer drinking in groups rather

than alone, even if only two or three are in a group. Most

birds are cautious and hesitant while watering.
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